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I m a ge Ste ga n ogfqply tEi n g D iffe re nt U:tt'tg9 t

Abstract:
Thisreportcontains3differentmethodsofimagesteganography'Herewewillshowyou3methods
from 3 different ages of the steganographic world'

As the first method we chos" PVD (Pixel Value Differencing)' According to the human vision'

eyes can tolerate more changes in edge block than in smooth area block so more data Ean

be embedded into the sharp edges than into smooth area ' This method takes the difference

valueoftwoconsecutivepixels,andthenembedsk-bitsofthedataontotheirLSBbitsaccordingto
t'il.:tff::ino 

m"tr,oa we chose TpvD (Tri pixer varue Differencing) method' rt is nearlv same as

the previous method but here we take a 2*2 block of an image and then following some algorithm

we decide in which pixel pair we should embed the data' This makes the distribution of the data

morerandom,makingitharderforthehackers,whotrytobreakthecodeandstealthedata.
AndatlastwechoseintegertointegerSWT(S-Wavelettransformation)tohidethedata.Herewe

will break the image in four parts, as it happens in wavelet transformation' And then embed the data

inoneofthemandthenreformtheoriginalimagefromthosefourcomponents,andthensendthe
data to the receiver through the medium'

Methods:
1.A PVD--AIProach Che -Hsine Yan Chi-Yee Wen

a.lntroduction:
Theinternetisbecomingincreasinglypopularasacommunicationchannel'HoWeVer,message
sending via internet have some problems. There are some people who try to steal your message

whileitisinthemedium.Nowadayswithincreasingusageoftheinternet,thenumberofsuch
people is also increasing. So, now it is so important to secure your data while it is in the medium and

to bring security therelre two methods, one is to modify the data (in terminology it is known as

cryptography)andanotheristohidethedata(interminologyitisknownas
steganoSraphy}.ResearchersofGreekhistorycametoknowthatthisdatamodificationandhiding
systemisusedsinceancientGreeee.Sowecansaythatrequirementofthehidingandmodifying
rTT:i,Tfft:lt 

the most basic steganographic method is the reast significant bit (LSB)

substitution. This method embeds secret i"' uv replacing k LSBs bf a pixel with k bits directly'

However, not all pixels can tolerate an equal amount of change' As a result' many new sophisticated

LSBapproacheshavebeenproposedtoimprovethisdrawback.Someofthesemethodsusethe
concept of human vision to increase the quality of the stegoimages '

ln 2003, wu and Tsai proposed a "pixel-value differencing" steganographic method that uses the

difference value between two neighbor pixels to determine how many secret bits should be

/



enrbedded"t-lerewediscussAdaptiveDataHidinginEdgeAresoflrnageswithSpatialLSBDgmain
Systems, proposed oy prot" yang, prof w"rr";;;;rot. viung' ln this method the maximum amount

of data is hidden in the edge areas of a grayscale cover image'

b"Method:
Emuedding" 
lf iTi*.j,?",-i'ffi:::",'J3,,ffi:li"T:Y''T'Jo"'io""u'o:Yl'"'o 

with two consecutive pixels

* Her.e we take three.",1g"* fbr,1iflb*;";r;iJ. ot:pi*"lr;1:fo-r51, R2:[16-31] andR3:[32-

2ssl.
*inadditron.tostrcceedinthereadjustingphaseweappl,ltlrerestrictio,,'7a=|0g21R.tr1,

m<:logzlR2l,ft<:log2lR3!tothel-"'li'a"ltioi""'*r'"t"firri'ln"a'(:lut"thecardinalityof
n l, n'i-onA R3 resPectivelY'

For eaeh block, the detailed embedding steps for an

/-m-h division are as follows-

l.CalculatethedifferencevalueforeachblockwithtwoConsecutivepixels,sa!p;andpi+t,
trsing r/; = \Pi- Pi*tl'

2.Fromthe/-rl-lrdivision,find.outtheleveltowhichr/;belongsto.Let,k:l,lll'atrdh,ifdi
belongs'"'i"'"*t'*1'rnidclle'it""f'l"ahigherlevel'respectively'

3. By the,r-U,rrrU'-.r'-rit.,iio.r.r"tnJ;' 
il;ffiecret bits into /-i' ancl /r secret bits into pi-i'

respecti''elv' Ltt p '' o1{r ' 
1' ?: '.1; 

tt"btaltJ tt'urt'' of p' rnd p'* 
' 
' respectivelv'

4. Apply the *"ainii isg suustitt'ttion method to p' and p''"

5.Calculatet*;;;iff*en-cevaluetl'bvtl":\P''-p"-tl'
6. If r/i and ./,., b"lo,rg to differenr,l.;.i;'.;.;.,t5 ti,. i.uai"sting phases as fbllows'

[ , " '",i, J.t1il.::g,",ll:# m*;q*[Tiiil}::"J;';,*"" ,1 (p' , p' .i 2k) and (p',

2r,p'n,\;otherwise''"ta:u'i'rpi7"itou"th"b;t;;;;;olt"u"t*""n(p"'p'tr2k)
and (P' i+2k , P' , t)'62 l;iil::*j:;|[,'*il';jri)'ii'f,lfi?H:i':1".oi"" 

be,ween (p ,+2*' p '* )-lnd

(p'i,P'ir2^/ lother.wi...*"0,.j1..r, ,i= ,,ou"tr-,".u.iterchoiccbetween 
(p,i.2r,

P',',1 and (P"' P' i' t+2")' 
.63 *i'::t1:,isjt.$.,\,f 5:i=6:;'q:1i1::hoice be'iwee n (p 

''1t'* 
*2') and

(p'12",P'i*r/ l,otherw'"""u0"1!''ii''i='l'o t'" in"'u"iter choice bctrveen (p'" p"-'-

2t) and (P"'2^' P';'')'

6 4 
i,i,l'"i:"11,1"*Ti1;i 3i:;',1"''.'":f1;-J#,1'xi;:"'?i';'*"" 

(p P' i-2^i and

1p';+2k,ii,*/;otherwitt','iuJlu't(p'i';'ft)tou"tt'"betterchoicebetween(p'i'
p'n,+2':) and 1p 

'')u' p''*')', , .. r m^.nc that it satisfies the conditions that lxtxi*il and

<ln Step 6> trl"'n"tt"itrtoice' say (x' x'*')' means that it satisfies the conditions

d, belong to the same level'

Extraction: :- -^.ri+inno, into non overlapping blocks with two consecutive pixels, and the

The stego image is partitioned illo 
:on :l:j::tl;'::,;;;; ,;" embedding process with the same

process of "*t"tt"i* 
ir'tu 

"*u"aoua 'n""'e" 
is ttre same as the embedding process

iraversing order of blocks'

For each brock, the detaired steps of data extracting are as follows-



1)

2)

caiculate the clifference vaiue di for each block lvith two conseclltive pixels, say p' i and p' i* t '

ilslltg (/ , - ltl - p'.-ti. ,, r-^r^--- +^ r or t..= I trr tnd lt i{ tl'
Frotn the l-rr-ft division, find out the level to which r/,; belongs to.. Let . k:1, ru, and h, if cl',

f"i*gt ," the lower level, midd'le level' and higher level' respecttvel'v'

From the t_bit LSB of: u pi*"l, extracr /r secret iits tiomp', and /r secret bits from p ',-r '

3)

c.Results :

we applied this data on ,Cameraman.png, and after embedd|ng we See it is impossible for our

human eye to guess that the pictures are different'

: original cover image : ; stego image :

on 5 different images and comPared those with the helP of
Then we applied

some conventional

the same method

rarameters-

a.lntroduction:
This method is quiet similar to the previous one' But here we will choose different blocks of an

image to embed the data and then determine the pixel pairs in which we should ernbed' we know

Human eyes can tolerate more change in the edge areas than to the smooth areas' So based on this

we can embed more bits in the edge areas in order to increase the capacity'

b.Method:
Embedding:

Step-1 > Divide the gray valued cover image ZxZ

plxels in horizontal , vertical.and diagonal directions'

Here x and y denotes the pixel positions'

Let, P(x,y) is starting pixel then 3 pixel

Pg=(P(x,y),P(x+1,Y))
p1=(R(x,y), P(x,y+1))

P2=(P(x,y),P(x+1,Y+1))

p
RMSE PSNR sslM

lmage Name MSE
s 3513 133.5617 0.9999

Macao.Png 4.3130e
128.1508 0.9999

MonkeY.Png 8.6697e-uy
\2L.728t 0.9999

Cameraman.Png 4.3678e 
uo

129.4946 0.9999
Len na.png 7 1O51e 8.5470

8.88095 129.16L6 0.9999
Baboon.Png 7.8871.e

hv using Tri-W Pixel Va Differenqi

blocks and then take the 2 consecutive

P(*'v) P(x+ I,y)

P(x,y+ l) P(x+ l,y+ l)

Ko-Chin Chien-Pi

pairs can be found as

/



P3=(P(x,Y+1),P(x+i",Y+1))

Step-2 > Calculate pixel value difference of each pair as

d0=P(x+1,Y)-P(x,Y)

d1=P(x,V+1)-P(x,Y)

d2=P(x+l-,Y+1 )-F(x,Yi

d3=P(x+t,y+1 )-P(r,v'1 )

c The range of ldi! ls in between 0 to 255'

. if ldll<0 then dlscard the pixel pairs"

o The small value of ldi I locates in the smooth area'

r The large value of ldil locates in the sharp area'

rAccordingtothehumanvisioneyescantoleratemorechangesinedgeblockthanin
smoothareablockSomoredatacanbeembeddedintothesharpedgesthaninto
smooth area

Step-3 > Design a range table with Rp where k=t'2'"''n'

. Range of the table is 0 to 255'

[t" !:: {t}, 15}

*;:,&:r, t1 *r" :111

$r*x 1.1:Y, c-".3\

lL *: t; r;!*1", I L l 1i

&| :'.r I I ?. Li'. 
-;il:t1l

llifroJ*o.oo,"* t bits into consecutive pixer difference varue, compute the new

value.

oReadtbitsfrombinarysecretdataandtransformthebitsequenceinto
value b.

r Calculate the

di'=lj+b

[; ir;;; uro "pi"' 
boundarv of Ri denoted bv lt and ui'

The width (w1) of R1 is calculated as

Wt=ut-lr+1

. For each pair oi oi*"' value difference (ldil)calculating the range as

j=min(ur- ld,l) where ur> ld'l for all 13k(n'

'n": 
*,Jil:"rr:T:tr;:i""; 

", secret data bits(t) embedded into each pair or consecutive

pixels bY

1=l log2w1 | where w, is width of R1'

a

o

difference

a decimal

new difference value di' as

if di>0

l



Or 6i'=-(lj+b) if di<0

Here lj is the lower limit of Rj'

Step-S >

Computing the new pixel position as

Pi'=Fi-l (mlzi I

pi+1,=pi+1+ I (ml2) I

Flere rn=di'-di

The secret data is embedded into the pixel pair

(Pi',Pi+l') is done by changing the values of Pi and

Pi+i.

Step-6>HereisanoptimalselectionapproachtoachieveminimumMeanSquareErrorof
new embedded Pixel Points'

",, 'rrtit ^.. 
""t*ioi tn" I o' t"tt

;;" -; cz: "r,,'-{-B'-a -3} rrio r'2}

All v.rlu€s rrc time tiSn & onlT orrc

., ,",i10.,.'r1. Er m'=ti3'l) '{(o'l }}'

"cn;;-;;. 
Pair sirh grearcs( lmil

Ex: dren i.,trfttl:o

s"iec, tno p;;. i;"- *re o'n'"i:
pi,r s w'th rhe smallesr lm{l Ex'

Lpld,:: I

9"["*;" P:rr from other 2 ParB-

*,th tt e s-all"st lmtl' Ex: losun'J'2

---_-----''----'_
f *i. ror. dil{crenr 3i8n & othCr onc

iri",*0,r,-rl. Ex:'nl={0.;.2} I'io l'2}

Fi;.h";* P^" -'ffiqo;l)
Ex.oli:{a.O.O} i'{0'1.2}

Sele.t the Parr lrom mrtlv'r'-'r'

€* ioptrrd+O.

:"i*.,-.r'. "^l*"^. 
-Poit *;'t' 

'-"'
mrL{O.1. I } Ex: r-P''*r= I or 2'

r'low to extract tr,u o,t, i,,. .r.r'' Stego image We Will fo|low Some reverse Steps as following,

Extraction:

Step.1>PartitionStego_imageinto2x2pixelblocksandthentakingthe2consecutivepixels
in horizontal , vertical and diagonal directions'

Step-2 > Calculate the difference value di as

d0=P(x+1,Y)-P(x,Y)

61=P(x,y+1)-P(x,y)

d2=P(x+1,y+1)-P(x,Y)

d3- P(x+1-,Y+1)-P (x,Y+1)

Discarded the pixel pairs whose di<O'

step-3 > For each pair of pixel value cjifference (ldil)calculating the range table wlth helping

of step 3 of embedding Phase as

RK,i=min(uK- ldil) ,where u*> ldil for all 1(k(n'

ux is the upper limit of R6,i'

. Compute the amount of embedding data bits(t) by

T,=l log2w;i I ,where w1,i is width of R1';'

step-4'ro*", 
limit of R;,i (11,i) is subtracted from the selected ldil and b1 is obtained as'

Bi=di-li'i

r Finally b1 is converted from declmal value into binary into a binary sequence with ti

bits.

6.t, o.o has a dlflercnt siEo f rom 
-

i"'*r""i 2 .Ex:mi={7,-4,3} it{o.l-2}.



o The tr bit stream is only one part of the secret data before embedding'

c"Result and Diseussion:
\uVe applied this method to 5 different images using the hash code(sha256 algorithm) of those

respective images as the data to be encoded and have successfully retrieved the data back"

lmage Name MSE RMSE PSNR SSIM

Macao.png 1..2611e'u' 3 "5511e-os 137.1233 0.9999

Monkey.png 1..9146e 0.0001 125.1761. 0.9999

Cameraman.Png 2.1648e-08 0.0001 124.7765 0,9999

Lenna. png 7 .3481e"oe 8.5724e-o' 129.4687 0.9999

Baboon.png 1.9743e-oB 0.0002 125.1556 0.9999

We can clearlY see that the secret

human vision while comPared with

in the stego-image is imperceptible for

: Cover lmage(before embedding): : Stego-lmage(after embedding) :

This method provides more robustness than the previous method,to avoid the data detection and

thus it is a better approach than the previous one' Here we can make it more harder to detect the

data by taking some specific pixel blocks from every two rows following the ap series'

3.lmage steeanqgraphv usinE lnteger to lrltege[ wavelet

transformation:
a.lntroduction:

Before starting any discussion , we have to know what wavelets are actually" Simply we can say '

wavelets are mini waves. Rather than being a wave that goes on forever like sin and cos waves,

wavelets are a short burst of wave that quickly die away'

Now, we know we transfer data from machine to machine as a form of signals' Now when these

signals are in the medium, they can be noised in various ways and the receiver receives the signal

not as sent from the sender side. Now to send the data properly we need to do some modulations in

the signal. wavelets are very useful tool in this field. Using wavelets we can modulate the signal and

can send these. This is known as wavelet transformation'

data embedded

the cover image.



Why it is used?

A signal is usually something You want to send or record. For example it could be a clip of voice

recorci, image or video etc. Now we have to modulate this' Engineers find it useful to deal with a

signai in frequency domain (frequency along x-axis and amplitude along the y-axis)' Now to convert a

signal frorn time domain to frequency domain, ancl do the moduiation and then getting the

nnodulated signal from the frequency domain to the time domain' we have a very useful tool called

'Fourier transformation'.

Now we all know about Heisenberg's uncertainty principle, which says that at any particular

moment either you can determine the position of the molecule or the velocity of it' The same

happens here, at any point of amplitude either you can determine the exact frequency of the signal

(from frequency domain),or you can determine the exact time at which the amplitude

occurred(from the time domain)'

To overcome this resolution problem wavelet transformation is used to deconstruct the signal into a

load of wavelets being added together. Wavelets are useful because they are limited in time and

frequency. lnstead of a wavelet lasting forever and having no llmit in time' it dies quickly'

Herewediscussanintegerwavelettransformationprocess.BasicallyitisanS-Transformusingthe
idea of lifting scheme produced by wim sweldens . when we divide the picture in different

components by applying some filtration on the pixel values we generally get some float values and

then to plot them we convert them to integers by using round off operator' Now when we try to

reform that lmage from these components . we face some Some minor error' That's why we are

using this special operation to get integer values from those filtrations, which will remove the

problem of errors and will help us to get the original image from those components'

b.Method:

A canonical case of lifting consists of three stages, which we refer to as: split' predict' and update'

we here describe the basic idea behind each and later work out a concrete example' Assume we

start with an abstract data set. We know this data set has some correlation structure and we would

like to exploit it to obtain a more compact representation

Let us take an image pixel matrix as the data set-

Embedding:

At first we need to split the dataset into two parts(the re is no restriction in this splitting, thus it is

known as lazy wavelets). Then we try to predict one part of the image from the second one(using

any prediction oPerator).

Here we will apply high pass and low pass filter on every row of the image(size m*n) 'which 
will

create two component of that image of size m*(n/2) . the low pass filter brings the approximation

component of that image and the high pass filter brings the detail component of that image'

191 L87 206 198

111. 151 186 186

130 106 1,16 168

1.12 L20 136 1.40



To do this we actually divlde the image into pairs of pixels,each pair made of one even and one

odd pixel and then to bring the approximation component we predict the approximation pixel from

two consecutive even and odd pixels(here we take the avg as prediction operator) and to bring the

detail eomponent we take difference(another prediction operator) of them" But in this prediction

the average calculation will produce some fractions and then at the time of reformation it may

slrediet the wrong pixel vaiue, which wili lead us to an error' This problem can be solved bv the third

stage of lifting scheme, which is known as update' ln this stage we will update the values' which we

get after prediction stage,with another operator. The operations in details are shown below -

Step-l.1 >

Approx:aIn]=119o,11*[2n]+x[2n+1])/2),wherefloor(updatingoperator)isafunctionwhichgives
il-re fioor value of the

division

Detail: dIn]=Y12n1-*[2n+1]

Where,x[n]isthepixelvalueoftheimageatpositionn,n6n=(lengthofeachrow)/Z

For example we apply this on the above matrix-

X=llgl,187 ,206,1981

Thus, for n=0,

a [0]=f loo r( ( 1 91'+187 ) I 2)=189 ; d [0]=19 1-187

and for n=1,

a[1]=f|eor11106+198)/2) ; d[1]=206-1gs=s

doing this for every row we get the matrix-

Step.1'Z>nowWeapplytheSameoperationsasStepl.loneverycolumnofthematrixwhichwe
get after steP-1.1

So, L produces submatrix LL and LH each of size (mlzl*(nl2\

And H produces submatrix HL and HH each of size (ml2)*(nlz)

After this operations the matrix looks like-

HLLL

HH

189 202 4 8

L61. 186 20 0

118 L42 24 -52

116 138 -8 -4

175 194 t2 4

1.17 1.40 8 -28

28 16 -16 6

2 4 37 -48

LH



we have now replaced the original data with wavelet representation' Given that the wavelet sets

encode the difference with some predicted value based on a correlation model' this is likely to give a

more comPact rePresentation'

step-3 > now we take any of the components but LL, and then encode one bit the data at the LSBS

of each pixel values of that component (if the data length is less than the size of that component)

.suppose we take the binary data 101- and after encoding at each LSB th matrix will look like

Here we encoded the data at the LH component.and after all this we will send this image through

ine rneclium.

Step- >nowwehavetoreformtheimagefromthisComponents.Forthisreversetransformation
weapplytheundergivenmathematicalformulae,firstcolumnwiseandthenrowwise-

x[2n]=3 [n11iloor((d In]+1)/2)

x[2n+1]=x[2n]-d In]

look, here we are adding 1to d[n] and then after tlividing (d[n]+1) by 2 we are again taking the

flooroperator,bothaSapartofupdateoperation,inordertopredicttheoriginalvalue.

After column oPeration-

Now we apply same operation o each row of this matrix-

And now we will sed this image through the medium'

Extraction

Step-1 > we will do the same forward transformation on this image matrix in order to get the four

components.

Step-2 > then we will take the LH component and extract the LSB bit from the pixels to get the

desired data.

t75 194 13 4

111 1_40 I -28

28 1.6 -16 8

2 4 32 -48

189 202 5 8

161 186 21. 0

118 t42 25 -52

116 138 -7 -4

L92 787 206 198

111. 151 156 156

131 106 L1.6 168

113 t20 136 1.40



c.Result and discussuion:

There are some advantages of using this lifting scheme-

1. lt allows a fasten implementation of the wavelet transform. Tradltionally, the fast wavelet

transform is calculatecj with a two-band subband transform scheme. ln each step the signal is split

into a high pass and low pass band and then subsampied. Recursion occurs on the low pass band'

The lifting scheme makes optimal use of similarities between the high and low pass lters to speed up

the calculation. ln some cases the number of operations can be reduced by a factor of two'

2. The lifting scheme allows a fully in-place calculation of the wavelet transform. ln other words, no

auxiliary memory is needed and the original signal (image) can be replaced with its wavelet

tra nsform 
"

3. ln the classical case, it is not immediately clearthat the inverse wavelet transform actually is the

inverse of the forward transform. Only with the Fourier transform one can convince oneself of the

perfect reconstruction property. With the lifting scheme, the inverse wavelet transform can

immediately be found by undoing the operations of the forward transform. ln practise, this comes

down to simply reversing the order of the operations and changing each + into a and vice versa.

4. The 1ifting scheme is a very natural wayto introduce wavelets in a classroom. lndeed, since it does

not rely on the Fourier transform, the properties of the wavelets and the wavelet transform do not

appear as somehow "lnagical" to students who do not have a strong background in Fourier analysis'

Now let us take a look on the results-

we take an image named 'Baboon.png' as the cover image-



now we apllied forward transformation onto this, and after row operations we get-

and after column operation on this two components we get-

Then we embedded the hash code(sha256) of the original cover image in the LSBs of the

LH(Horizontal detail)component and then reconstructed the image from this 4 components again-

u

1**

)ft''r

3**

-t*t$

5fi,*

{1t**ltru{t*d

Now finally we compared the original cover image and the stego image and the results are-

tmage MSE RMSE PSNR SSIM

Macao.png 2.8636e-" s.3512 133.5617 0.9999

Monkey.png gSogie" 9.3111 128.7sog 0.9999

Cameraman.png 4.3678e 
08 0.0002 121.7287 0.9999

t.*r{v tt*t.et\*
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RMSE:Root Mean Square Eror
PSNR:Peak Signal Noise Ratio
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Conclusion:

After discussing these 3 methods briefly and applying them we cannot say that which one is better in
every aspect. All of these 3 methods are good in some aspects and average in some aspects. And the
performance depends on the images also, it varies according to the character of the image(no, of
edge areas ,the brightness , the size of the image etc.).And using wavelet transformation on this field

opened a new window to make our network channels more and more secure.
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Abstract -
At present, processing of medical images is a developing and

irnportant field. It includes many different types of imaging methods. Some of
them are Computed Tomography scans (CT scans), Ultrasound, X-rays and

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) etc. These technologies al1ow us to detect

even the smallest defects in the human body. Abnormal growth of tissues in the

brain which affect proper brain functions is considered as a brain tumor. The

main goal of medical image processing is to identify accurate and meaningful

information using images with the minimum effor possible. MRI is mainly used

as it offers better difference concern of various cancerous tissues of human body

because of its high resolution and better quality images compared with other

imaging technologies. MRI imaging plays an important role in brain tumor for

analysis, diagnosis and treatment planning. It's he1pfu1 for doctors to determine

the previous steps of brain tumor. Brain tumor identifications through MRI

images are a challenging task because of the complex structure of the brain.

URI imaggs can be processed and the brain tumor can be segmented. The

segmentatiofi, detection, and extraction of infected tumor area from magnetic

..*nrr.",(MR) images are a primary concern but an exhausting and time-

consunung process performed by radiologists or clinical experts, and their

accuracy depends on their experience only. So, the use of computer aided

automated brain tumour segmentation and analysis technology has thus gained

much attention in recent years. However, the existing segmentation techniques

do not meet the requirements of real-time use due to limitations posed by poor

image quality and image complexity. Nowadays, these tumors can be

segmentid using various image segmentation techniques. The process of
identiffing brain tumors through MRI images can be categotized into four

different iections; pre-processing, image segmentation, feature extraction and

image classification.

Ifuywords -
Brain Tumor (BT),

Pr e-Pro ces sing, S egment atio n,

Inruge Processing UP), MRI-Images, CT, X-Ray,

Feattrre Extroctirtn
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I" IATTRODUCTIO]V _
. Human body is made up of several types of cells. Brain is a highly

specialized and sensitive organ of human body. Brain tumor is a very harmful
disease for human beings. It is an intracranial mass made up by abnormal
growth of tissues in or around the brain. It can disrupt proper brain functions
and be life-threatening. Two types of brain tumors have been identified as

Benign (non-cancerous) tumors and Malignant (cancerous) tumors. Benign
tumors look relatively normal, grow slowly, and do not spread to othor sides of
the body. These tumors can sti1l be serious and even life threatening if they are
in the vital areas of the brain. Malignant tumors can be further divided into two
categories: primary and secondary tumors. Primary tumors start within the
brain, and secondary tumors spread from some other parts of the body to the
brain.

According to the World Health Organizations, brain tumors can be
classified into grade I-IV. Generally, grades I and II are treated as low-grade
tumors (benign), and grades III and IV as high-grade tumors (malignant). If a

low-grade tumor is not treated properly, it is likely to develop into high-grade
tumor, i.e. malignant tumor. Brain tumor diagnosis is quite difficult because of
diverse shape, size, characteristics, location and appearance of tumor in brain.
Detection at the beginning stage is very hard because it can't find the accurate
measurement of tumor. Once the brain tumor is clinically suspected, radiologic
assessment (gnanual operation) is required to decide the position, area, and
extent of the tumor, as well as its relationship with the neighbouring structures.
This inforrnation is very essential and crucial in the planning of fuither
treatment.

Medical imaging techniques are used to create visual representation of
interior of the human body for medical purposes. The various types of medical
imaging technologies based on non-invasive approach like: MRI, CT scan,

Ultrasound, SPECT, PET and X-ray. Among these MRI provides greater
contrast images of the brain and cancerous tissnes. In MRI-scan there is a

powerful magnetic field's component to determine the radio frequency pulses

and to produce the detailed pictures of organs, soft tissues, bones and other
internal structures of the human body. So, the MRl-Technique is the most
effective for brain tumor detection. This paper focuses on the identification of
brain tumor using image processing techniques.

In image processing various tools are used to improve the quality of
images. The contrast adjustment and threshold techniques are used for
highlighting the features of MRI images. The Edge detection, Histogram,
Segmentation and Morphological operations play a vital role for classification
and detecting the tumor of brain. The main objective of this paper is too studied
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and reviewed the different research papers to find the various filters and

segmentation techniques, algorithrns to brain fumor detection.

II. BACKGROU|YD
Brain Tumor is described as abnormal development of tissues in the

brain. Nowadays the prevalence of tumors is growing fast. In 2016, afr

estimated 23,800 adults (10,350 women and 13,450 men) in the US were

identified with the harmful tumors of brain as well as spinal cord. Analysis of
brain tumors is somewhat problematic as the varied shape, size, tumor location

and the presence and appearance of tumor in brain. It's hard to detect brain

tumors in beginning stage because the accurate measurement of fumor can't be

found. But once the brain tumor is identified at the very beginning, the proper

treatments can be done and it may be curable. At present, visual representation

of the interior of the body is processed using medical imaging technique for

clinical analysis and medical researches. MRI is the most effective and

extensively used technique for brain tumor detection. Current diagnosis

techniquei ur. performed using the conventional methods based on human

experience and ihir irrr..rses the possibility of false detection when identifying

brain tumors. Present tools and methods to analyse tumors and their behaviour

have become more prevalent. Image processing technique can be used to

identiff brain tumors. Image processing methods converts images into digital

and do operations on them, in order to get better and enhanced images. This

study *iU 'focrrs how to identify brain tumors using image processing

techniques,.

III. RELATED WORI{
In recent years, image processing has applied to process images in

medical stream, in cooperating iell detection. In 2012,'S. Mokhled' introduced

several identification sleps,'including segmenting images to extract the object

from the background through the threshold. This feature was introduced with

the 'Gabor filter' in order to do more classification into cancer cells. In 2013,

'H. G. Zadeh' proposed further steps, which is image extraction and

segmentation of images for diagnosing cancer cells. The Gaussian smoothing

concept was introdrtced as a filtering purpose, previous to applying the 'Fast

Fourier Transform' (FFT). Machine Learning for'tumor detection: 'NINI',

'Fuzzy C-mean' algorithms was introduced for the identification of tumorous

cells. This takes lower computational time but the accuracy is also lower. In

2014,'X. Chen' introduces gene counting technology. But this technology is

appropriate only for the complex formation of gene selection. From the above-



rnentioned techniques and using erther technologies. in this research paper w'e

tdcns on the identification of brain turnor using image processing techniques.

IV. METHODOLOGY -
According to the following steps, Brain tumors can be detected using

Image Processing techniques.

4.1. Image Pre-Pro cessing
It is very difficult to process an image. Before any image is

processed, it is very significant to remove unnecessary items it may hold. After
removing unnecessary artifacts, the image can be processed successfully. The

initial step of image processing is Image Pre-Processing. The objective of the
pre-processlng stage is to enhance the quality of brain images and make them
suitable for further processing by human or machine vision system. This stage

consists of two sub-stages, i.e. noise removal and skull stripping.
Pre-Processing involves processes like conversion to greyscale

image, noise removal and image reconstruction. Conversion to greyscale image

is the most coflrmon pre-processing practice. After the image is converted to
greyscale, then remove excess noise using different filtering methods.

Image Eruhuncement
Poor contrast is one of the defects found in acquired image. The effect

of that defect has great impact on the contrast of image. When contrast is poor
the contrast enhancement method plays an important role. In this case the gray

level of each pixel is scaled to improve the contrast. Contrast enhancements

improve the visualization of the MRI images. Contrast enhancement technique

is used to enhance the MRI image as shown in the figure.

for image processi
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Original Image Enhanced lmage

4.t"L.Irlolse Removal
The brain image contains irnpulsive noise and is to be reduced

before segmentation to improve its quality' Most of tire impulse noise-

diminishing fiiters blur the i*"g. boundaries' Thus, an appropriate filter that

recluces the impulsive noise and at the same time preserves edges and sharp

details of the irnage shoulcl be selected. we have studied the vario*s filtering

techniques in digital image processing that are shown in table.

DisadvantagesAdvantagesWorking
Princi

Various
Filters

Complex and time
consuming as

compared to mean

fi1ter.

Efficient for
redr"rcing salt &
pepper noise.
speckle noise.

Boundaries and

edges are preserved.

Based on the
average value of
pixels. It rePlaces

the value of the

centre pixel with
the median of the

intensity values in
the neighbourhood
of that pixel.
Based on average

value of pixels

1. Median
Filter

Results with
distorted boundaries
and edges

Reduces Gar'tssian

noise. ResPonse

time is fast

2. Mean'
Filter

Due to working in
frequency domain,
its speed is slow. Not
suitable for sPeckle

noise.

Efficient fbr
removing blurring
effects from images

Based on inverse
filtering in
frequency domain

3. Wiener
Filter

Complex and time
consuming

Removes speckle

noise, impulse noise

and blurring effects
From ima
Efficient for
removing speckle,
salt and pepper and

Gaussian noise

Combination
of median and
wiener filter

4. Hybrid
Filter

Computation time is

more as compared to

simple median filter

Combination
of mean and
median Filter

I

5.Modified
hybrid
median
Filter



4.2.2. Skull Stripping
. skull rtrippiog is an important preliminary step in brain imaging

where non-cerebral tissuei like the skoll, scatp and vein are to be removed. This

is due to the fact that non-cerebral tissue does not usually contain any useful

information but increases the execution time of detection' Therefore, to remove

the skull from brain images, a threshold-based method is adopted in this study'

It involves three steps. In tne first step, the original medical image is processed

and converted into grey scale equivaient as shown in Figure A, and then into a

binary equivalent iLug. as illustrated in Figure B. In the second step, the

threshold value is set ind the input binary image is processed by retaining the

fixed threshold levet and discaiOirg other pixel values. This value is called

mask. Finally, in the third stage, the skull-stripped image is obtained by

multiplying tli mask value with the input image, as shown in Figure 3C' The

output of ifrt third stage is a noise-free image that contains only the human

brain.

7

Ef,ticrent and
produces better
results as compared
to other filters

Based on
Morphological
opening and

a,riginalinrage

ll[FA, der, uiaed image' [,{edianFilter



[A) Re ar grey b ra i n, 
"," 

#:r?lJIXy tffil,'""lfic ) sku, - s tri p p e d i ma ge.

4.2. Image Segmentqtion;I-ug. Segmentation' is the technique that has been introduced to

divide a digital image into minor segments. It creates several sets of pixels and

set of rop.i pixels *ittrin same image. Objectives to be accomplished through

the process of segmentation are simplifying and changing the format of
representation of a digital image in a way that it will become more detailed,

mlaningful and easieito further analyse and recognize important information.

Locatin! objects and boundaries in images such as lines, curyes can be

perfornied through Image segmentation. Throughout the procedure of image

iegmentation, tr.ry piiel in an image is assigned a label and the pixels

coisisting of similai taUet share certain visual features. Each pixel in the region

is similai in relation to some features or computed properties, such as colour,

intensity or texture. Adjoining regions are particularly different in regard to the

same features. Here we will discuss different types of segmentation techniques.

A. Threshold Segmentation
Thresho-lding methodology is a simple, effective, way of partitioning

an image lnto a foreground and background. This image analysis technique is a

type oI image segrnentation that involves a threshold value that is used for

converting u graylr.ale featured image to a binary image. It uses gradient

magnitudi to find ttre potential edge pixels. Image threshold is most effective in

i*uges with high levels of contrast and is hard to be used for images with poor

contiast. The major advantage of this method is selecting the threshold value to

be used. Threshold technique is applied on the input MRI image by changing

the threshold value and the result is shown in figure'

o.igrnal lffage ThriFhDlded ift]a!e
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B. Morphological Based Segmentation
.Morphology,referstodescribingthepropertiesgfthlshapeand

structure of any entltylbinary images may compll? many defects' Particularly'

the binary regions constructed by simple thresholding are deformt"d UV texture

and noise. Morphological ima[e processing- seeks to achieve the goats of

eliminating these delects by 
-accounting for image shape" -uld . 

structure'

Generally, this denotes recognizing objects "or 
boundaries within the image'

Morphological operations *rJtogirii coiversions based on comparison of pixel

neighbourhoods with a pattern. It correctly separates regions according to the

similarity of properties. Usually, morphological op-erations are implemented on

binary images under the pixei uuGr; 0 or 1. Many of the morphological

operations target on binary 
-i*ug.r. 

Noise may lead to quality of final result'

c. ILMeans and Fuzzy c-Means clustering Algorithm
C.l. K-Meuns Clustering algorithm

ThpK-nrerarrsrlusteringalgorithnri*a\itlrysimp.rler'ttrsupun'iseclie;rrnlng'rlsoriihm'ltprol'icle-r
.l v{] ry e.-!$y rv,tv k1 tl.rSsiif' .l gir-etr d.rt.: set n:tr'r a r:r'rtairt ttunrb':'r of tlusters i'e' 'r set ot dalir suclr as

vcry in.rptrrt..,,'rt rule r.,n"the pertort:ratrct oi tlrisalgorithm. Dlifurrtnt 'lislirnct fi1oi1sur(' tuchtriquesilrc

irr,.ril"ible l:*r t6is alg*ril5*i sucl as Errclir:le.in tlistanco, ll4irr-lhirtt.irr t'listoncei antl Cht'bvtht'r'rlistatrce

etc. LLrt, ch*r:sirlg il proFer technirlue lor t{istance c.rlculation is cntirely tlupentterrt cin thc 1r'prt' r'rl

lht tl a ia th.t t *il i'r re goirrg Lo clttste r. Hc':r'tev* r' rr'e lr'il1 ltse Euclitlt';r t1 t.l islantiJ '1s 
th{ d ist'lnce me lric

bscirLis* it ir inst. rolrust;n11 r;r-rierr to rttrclersl.rtr tl[1it,:t1tl.Step br'' step 
'L)11\'el1ti''rtral 

f,-r:re;rtrs clusteritrg

,rlgoritlrtri l-lii] is elescriL:etl as [ollorr's:

@t*ti
Asstrnru tir;rt, X : I1..1'i, ]'.i..'-.,.1 rr be llrti stli t'f tln'try*itL' *tI 1'' ' t'1' l'j"'-' ;'' Lrtr tlrt set of cetr[tr:s'

1: Deliurl trut:rl'wr rli tlltsters tfir'

z, fiarrdotnlr,, r.lefine clttsler {etllers 'ir'

i; c.tlrulate 1hc elistan*r L'retr.vtetr erirt:h ctrirt* Prrirrt ancl cllts{*r {*t]t*15'

4: Diri,rpui,,tis,rssig'ier,.ltolheclu;t*rcttltt*rtl'itr'itt:rli:'1;trtefrolr.rtlretlustercPlltt'l:islniuitrtttnrrii
rrll the r:lttstur c*tliErs.

i, Tlren , n('!r' cltlster c€nlcr is rct'llcrtl'ltt'cl aE follorvs'

ti,
t, : i I .,

t,i,1

lr,ht'rt"11 rs tlre trtiiltl'cr of rlat'r poirlts irr i-tlr clLtstt'r'

nr Itiltalcr-rlalo tlre tli*t"rnre L',ttttt,c,n e.rtlr r"latur point *nd trcr'llv ;ictluirt't{ clu-ctt'lr fiilltcrs

:: ll no r.{irt:r ptlirrt r,v.rs reassigrrutl tl-rerr stoLr, othtnr'ist- rupe.rlsk'P-s l:rour 3 to ir'

(ti
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The rlrslarrce rr,l:ich is c.:llecl Etrcliitei-rrl disl.lrce lre crr1,:ttlateJ betrr'eptr each pixt"l [o e .rc]r tlltster

cen[*rs. Al1 the pixei; are critnpilred inrlivi,.iual]v lt-r;t]1 r:luster r:erttr:rs r-rsing tir* clicti.ltr,:e ir-rnrlion [-]i],

r*c;ilculirleti. Thu.n. uiier!,. pixel is conrF,rreri tr.r .rll centroids agi'rin. Tlris pnrct'ss ct:trtinutrns ltnlil

the celter (L'llrvrlrger anrl {hr corl\'rr*er1ce is er.alnirtrr"{ tl"rr*ugh a ,nirxiurltttt tlutl1Ller of ilerirtiotrs'

T6e r1u.:lib.. ,.-ri clust*ring oi this algririlhm is opiimieed thror"rgh rerp.:eiitir:tr of N-nreans ii*ver.rl se'vetal

tifires rt,rth ciifie'renl iflili.rliz-ation in order Lc icierrtit\' L)csl centroidc.

ii 1-rroyiries in1.rr:t'erl courp:utatii:rrr,rl elrficiency ilnij supfr{)rts rrrLrlticiinrerrsintl.rl r'ectfirs ['i.,''].

{.ir ctr irr':

/.: i--. I tii-ri -t'i,,'): (?)

: ,*.'l ;- ]

r.r,here il:; - ir;;i is ti're Eurcliclean ttisl"rnce bpt-tl'-eetr -t; alltl ir;. c; is the r.rutrrl:er o[ d"rta points in illr

clu-\ter .rrrd r' is th* trttntlrer t.ri cluster c*trlerrs.

C.2. Fuzzy C-Meems Clustering Algot'ithnr

FCL{ rlustering algtlrithn"l is intrercluceri.l lrv Beztluk i}r.it is a tt:c}rtriclilrr of clu.ctcrinfi rqhere Prot-te ds

each pixel ol ci.rtir tr: betroug to hr-tr r-rr Gtorcl cluslers. The nrcrre tlre tiata is trear to the tlusler lsttter lttt-'Ie

is its nrembership torrartls tlier p.rrticular clusterr r'clnfer 144,"4::,tr. 1t cltl perrds on reclucing arr olrifclive

furrction rrgarclirrg tLl i:uy-z:,t t:ren:l-ership set ll ot rlustu'r centrt:icls l"

,) i--

tr),:{[1,1,'I : L \'.,,ui,)"' llix, - i:;'t',2; 1 ! trt d,st
;..-.1 i -1

rvlrrrreX:.i:t,^r:,...,x;,...,xnisaP:iNd*tirn:;rtri;riuEclr"talion(3Janil ,1,isirut'rerlt trrtmberSreilter

lhnn 1. p, N .rncl C r1efl$tr:s tlr* clinrensieirr of r.l irch::; 'fr.rirturd r.cctors, {he ttltt]]}rer oi It"rlllrt vpsfors

{prixeI nunrlrc'r,s itr tl'r* inrage ] arlcl lhe uuttrbcr tlt:clttsh'r"c. rt"rspr*ctiv*lv.' 
llii ,:.- l.I1Jr:" ir,; ". C) ii c,tll*r-1 tht- rnerntrrr:iri1. l:trtrcliotr ol: r'ectctr'.t, to tl'lu i-tlr clLr:ter,

r.vliich -i.rtisli*s 1.I,, .' tLJ l. .rnr,l t ,:;,, 1. i : 1.2, ., lui Tl.re r:retrrbt'rship Itrncti''rn tltr L-':

expressed ils |bllorvs:
t:t! :r-"rr 

_1

tt hgre |.,' : ir1, ii!,1..t?,, "...,iri,".,.,it,. t'hjClf iS .r

r*nte r .rs Lollcilts:
J il.r r i.{i, t"' :. /la _ {}}

1-.\ . 11,,'rr

r.vh*.re,ltis.1n1're.li nrinllrerthatisgreat*rtl.rirr.rl,colrlrotrrthedegreeoifllzzilr*ssrill-f.,ir;r' [tiia
rlleisurer]rent oI sir"nil.rri{Y lrettt'estt }, .tttd iri 1}iirt is r"ielinecl .rs fullou's:

rlt {x ;, z,t'} : llx i - Viliz

Here, I i ; r.iti lrer clenr,tecl a* *ithtr a sliaiglitfrrnlarrl Er-rrliclc'.1t1 disi.lllcr,r or i1s gell{ralizatiorr likt'

lril.rh;rltt*obis disi.rnre. The ltatr.rr"u vt.'ctnr X 1n \dl( imr*e Ir*r;etrts tlrr: grixel inletrsitv I'} : l The FC&'{

(LJiilrltli1l<t,e0lo1,r.r,herelistlrenur:tb*rr:filer;rtir:trs.Thr:sttpbvs{epccrl.t'"'r'utiotritltut.'t-,t'
l--tneans cit-isttring *lgr.rri{hnr is de tu*trgtrat*d as follcilt's:
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4.3. Feature Extraction
Accurate tumor extraction is a critical task in the case of brain tumor

due to the complex structure of the brain. There are some criterions that are

being considered to extract features. Feature extraction is the process of

collecting higher level information of an image such as form (shape)' size'

texture, colour and contrast. In fact, texture analysis is an important parameter

of human visual perception and machine learning system' It is used effectively

to improve the urr,rrury of diagnosis system by selecting prominent features'

Haralick et al. introduced one of the most widely used 
- 
image analysis

applications.of Gray level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) and texture feature'

This technique foliows two steps for feature extraction from the medical

images. In the first step, 16e QrfM is computed' and in the other step' the

texture features based'on the GLCM are calculated' Due to the intricate

structure of diversified tissues suOh as wM, GM, and cSF in the brain MR

images, extraction of relevant features is an essential task. Textural findings and

analysis could lmprove the diagnosis, different stages of the tumor (tumor

staging), and therapy response assessment. With respect to the results retrieved

from extract features the process of tumor classification is perfotmed'

A. Edge Detection
e, "ar happens when there is a sudden and Lrnexpected intensity

modification of tfti i*ug.. Whenever it is detected an abrupt modification or a

change in the intensity of a certain image, the associated pixel would be treated

as an edge pixel. Edge detection is an image processing technique for finding

the bounduri., oiJ:Irtr within images. It iorks by detecting discontinuities in

brightness. Edge detlction is used foi image segmentation and data extraction in

areas such as image processing, comp;er vlsion, and machine-vision' The

algorithm that has 6".* put forward foi the detection of edge pixel supports in

7



identifying the quality of the edge" Common edge detection algorithms include

methocls like Prernitt" Sobel. Canny. Log, and Zero cross. Edge deteetion

methods are used for frnding object boundaries from MRi images. But

sometimes these edges are not displayed in the final result. flence the

aigorithrns are adjusted to determine the edges"

l" "Prewitt" edge detection
The "Prewitt Mask" is considered as a distinct differentiation

operation. Accordingly, approximated derivative values in both the directions,

such that horizontal and vertical, are calculated using two 3 x 3 masks' Prewitt

masks approximates both horizontal derivative and the vertical derivative.

2. "Robert edge" detection
Through the "Robert edge" detection operation, the image gradient

is estimated via distinct differentiation. In addition, "Robert Mask" is a matrix

and the regions of high spatial frequency are highlighted, that often correspond

to edges in the image.

3. "Sobel edge" detection
The "Sobel Mask" is mostly worked as the "Prewitt mask". It can

only be distinguished as the Sobel operator has values: o2' and'-2' which are

allocated in the centre of lst and the 3rd columns of the horizontal mask and lst
and 3rd rows of the vertical mask. Hence it provides high edge intensity.

4. Canny Edge Detection- 
Canny edge detection is used to obtain a high-contrast binary mask

of segmented imige. Canny edge detection works on the principle of calculating

a graiient value of contrast between the segmented image and the background

image.

v



Fig. (b)

Fig.- (e)

Fig. (aJ Log oi]fliltol LLri Sobel tli-retalol (ci {-'affiy

op€Iator (d) Prewilt 0i}Elat*r (e} Zei:o cross CIperatol

R. "Histogram of Orientecl Gradient" Feuture Extractiorr
The exiraction process of the "Histogram of Oriented Gradient"

(HOG) is having fotlowing calculations. First, the pre-processed cell irnage will

be distributed into "32 x12" prxels. The intensity of each pixel is '0' or'1''
Then the result will be added to "HOG". Foll0wing figure shows the

architecture of ..HoG,, feature. Then the image will be distributed into "8 x B"

pixels that is called box. Here, the box will be already added into a single block'

Again each box will be distributed into 9 bins rvhich is "3 x 3"' Pixel gradient is

used for the creation of the feature in each and every bin. Therelore there ate 9

features, it will lead to ',09 x 4" characteristics for each block. In the all "32 x

32" pixels, "HOG" feature extraction allows to create '9 blocks' and finally' it

will iaving "9 * 9 x 4" features in single dimension or "1 x 324" in the vector

image.

Fig, (r) Fig. {d}
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Histogram
Histogram is nothing but the graphical representation of ax image.

The histogram oi a digital irnage with gray levels in the range [0, L-1] is a

discrete firnction. The histogram of an image mostly represents the comparative

frequency of the various gray levels in the irnage' Histogram techniques is

uppii.d on input MRI image and result is shown in figure.

Fig.(a). Histogram aPPlied image Fig.(b). Histogram of Fig.(a)

V. ft,ESULTS AND DISCUSSrc]Y
Themostsignificantthinginimageprocessinglimage

segmentation, while diagriosing brain tumor from a digital image' Following

tai'le represents different segmentation methods with different characteristics

such as accuracy and comPlexitY.
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Main goal of Pre-Processing is the edge preservation of the image. Among the

edge detection mechanisms, Sobel is the best option, then both the Gaussian and

the Median filter. The different edge detection algorithms like 'Sobel', 'Prewitt'
and 'Robert' are shown in the following table with different characteristics such

as computation time in seconds and computation nymler of flip-flops used.
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TABLE: PERFORMANCE OF EDGE DETECTION

The following figures show the steps of brain tumor detection using image

processing techniques. That is original MRI image, grayscale image, filtering

i1nug. using Median filter, segmenting using threshold method, morphological

operation applied image and finally diagnosed tumor from MRI image.
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YI. CO]YCLUSrcN
Abnormal growth of tissues in the brain which affect proper brain

functions is considered as a brain tumor. The main goal of medical image
processing is to identify accurate and meaningful information using images with
the minimum error possible. Brain tumor identifications through MRI images is

a difficult task because of the complexity of the brain. These tumors can be

segmented using various image segmentation techniques. The process of
identiSing brain tumors through MRI images can be categoized into four
different sections; pre-processing, image segmentation, feature extraction and

image classification. Median filter is the most commonly used filtering
technique among various filtering techniques. Less complexity and the

efficiency in eliminating 'Salt and Pepper noise' are the main advantages of
median filter. Not like Gaussian filter, it is a non-linear filter, Median filter is an

edge preserving filter. Also, Gaussian filter is a low pass filter hence the edge

information will be lost and edges getting displaced and,blurred. Although, less

complexity and the cheapness to implement than the Median filter are the main
advantages of Gaussian fllter. Another advantage is the Gaussian filter is very
applicable in smoothening Gaussian noise. Thresholding is the best and easiest

approach among image segmentation techniques. It easy to implement and

t

7



widely used these days. When the contrast between foreground object and

backgrouncl object is comparatively high, threshold technique works well.
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I
INTRODUCTION

Have you ever wrote an essay yourteacher gave as homework or maybe after

writing a brilliant biog on internet and then thought hard on what should be

the best title that would match your work? As per the current statistics, people

get better response when they use a good titie. Thetitle of your manuscl'ipt is

usually the first introduction readers have to your published work. Therefore,

you must select a title that grabs attention, accurately describes the contents

of your manuscript, and mal<es people want to read further. Therefore

increasing the viewership of the essay and also leading to more traffic and

organic search on your website or webpage. We often find ourselves confused

while searching for a perfect title that would justify our content fully so that

the write-up gets the attention it deserves. This project aims at helping the

people in search of a perfect title. The project aims at predicting a good and

relevant title for your write-up. We have used Natural Language Processing

;NLPI in Python3 to implement the project. We are also aiming at convenient

and easy interaction of the program with the users. The users have to submit

the manuscript or write-up and the program will try to predict the most

relevant titles that willjustify the write-up.

Task Definition

The project aims at returning a good and relevant title for a given write-up.

Here, the project takes an essay or a piece of write up as input' lt then

continues to works on what the write-up is about, picking out the important

words from the document and organising them by rating them as per their

importance in the document. Thus we get a set of words which can be used for

forming a perfect title for the submitted write-up. We are using Python 3 for

the project and the concepts of Natural Language Processing to work and

breal<down the text data. The basic idea is to search for features which can

model the attributes lil<e vocabulary, structure, content etc. We have

approached the problem without neural networl< and have achieved better

results in terms of Prediction.



FEATURE EXTRACTION

As we know, for any text based projects feature extraction is very important
and helps in forming the basic structure of the given data into a simple ready

to use fsrm. We have used NLTK[Natural l-anguage ToolKit] package in

Fython3 fon feature extraction"

At present, our model is using the following set of features extracted from the

ASCII text of the essays:

1. Tokenization: Tokenization is one of the most cornmon tasks when it

comes to worl<ing with text data. Tokenization is essentially splitting a
phrase, sentence, paragrapht or an entire text document into smaller

units, such as individual words or terms. Each oJ these smaller units are

called tokens. NLTK contains a module called tokenize) which further

classifies into two sub-categories:

Word tokenize: We use the word-tol<enizeQ method to split a

sentence into tol<ens or words.

Example:

1 from nltk.tokenize import word_tokenize
2 text """Founded in 20A2, SpaceX's mission is to
enabfe humans to become a spacefaring civilization and a

multi-planet species by building a self-sustaining city
on Mars. In 2008, SpaceX's Ealcon 1 became the first
privately developed liquid-fuel Iaunch vehicle to orbit
the Earth, rt rr rr

3 word*tokenize ( uexL)

Output: ['Eounded', 'in', '2002', ',', 'SpaceX', "',
tst, 'missiont, tis', tto', 'enablet, thumanst, ttot,
tbecomet r tat r tspacefaring' r tcivilizationt r tand',' a',
'multi-planet'.'species'r tbyt, tbuilding',' a','seIf-
sustainingt, tcityt, tont, tMarst, '.', tfnt, '2008',
',', 'SpaceXt, "', tst, tFalcont, 'l', tbecamet, tthet,

'first', 'privately', 'developed', 'Iiquid-fuel',
'launch', tvehiclet, ttot, torbit', tthet, 'Eartht, t t]

I
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Sentence tokenize: We use the sent-tokenizeQ method to split a

document or paragraph into sentences.

Example:

1 from nttk.tokenize import word-tokenj-ze
2 text """Founded in 2002, SpaceX's mission is to
enable humans to become a spacefaring civilization and a

multi-planet species by building a self-sus1-aining city
on Mars. In 2OOB, SpaceX's Falcon 1 became the first
privately developed tiquid-fuel launch vehicle to or:bit.
!L^ r--lL lltllI
t,tlE Lo! L11.

3 sent tokenize (text)

Output: ['Founded in zooz, SpaceX's mission is to enable humans to

become a spacefaring civilization and a multi-planet species by building

a self-sustaining citY on Mars.',

'ln zoo8, SpaceX's Falcon r became the first privately developed liquid-

fuel launch vehicle to orbit the Earth.'l

z. Stop words Removal: One of the ma1or forms of pre-processing is to

filter out useless data. ln natural language processing, useless words

(data), are referred to as stop words. A stop word is a commonly used

word such as 'tthe", "a", "an", "in", etc. We would not want thgse wordS

to tal<e up space in our database, or taking up valuable processing

time" NLTK (Natural Language Tooll<it) in python has a list of stop

words stored in 16 different languages.

To check the list of stopwords you can type the following commands in

the python shell.

1 import nltk
2 from nltk.corpus import stopwords
3 print (stopwords.words ('english') )

Output: {'ourselves',
tbut', taglain', 'there'
\^,,f / \rzarrr/ lL -. : * */

UL-IL / vsLY t lldv-i llt'4 ,

tbe', tsome', tfor' | ......t

there', tthan')

thers', tbetween', tYourself'

, tabout', tonce', tdui:ing'
twith', tthey', town', tan'

tit', thow', \further', twas'



part-of-speech (Pos) Tagging: Parts of speech Tagging is

responsible for readinE the text in a langL,,age and assigning some

specific token (Pants of Speech) to each word. Pos tagger is used to

assign grammatical information of each word of the sentence' Here we

had to apply the pos-t ag lo the before mentioned set of tokenised

words by using nltk.pos-tag(tokenize-text)'

Removing the verbs: Statistically speakin g, for title prediction the

use of verbs is very negligible as a title mostly consists of nouns and

adjectives. so, by removing the verbs results into a more efficient and

simpler database to work on since many useless verbs are removed

from the essay. Here we implement it by deleting the words with the

pos tag of verb ('yB') attached to them. Hence we get a set of nouns

and adjectives which gives us our pre-processing dataset.

Thus by following these steps and implementing these functions to an essay,

we get a set of nouns and adjectives which will be helpful to build an efficient

dictionary which wiil further herp us in choosing the better title for the write-

3.

4.

up.

APPROACH,EVALUATIONANDRESULTS

once we are done with the task of extracting features, we use the dataset

(The set of nouns and adjectives we got) to create a dictionary of brgrams

which will further enhance the prediction of the set of words for the predrction

of a perfect title.

We followed the below mentioned steps to achieve the results:

Generating Bigrams: Some English words occur together more frequently'

For example - sky High, best performance, heavy rain, etc. So, in a text

document we may need to identify such pair of words which will help in

sentiment analysis. First, we need to generate such word pairs from the

existing sentence maintain their current sequences' Such pairs are called

bigrams. Python has a bigram function as part of NLTK library which helps us

generate these pairs: nltk'bigrams'



Example:

1 import nltk

2 word*data "The best performance can brinq in sky high
success . t'

3 nltk_tokens : nltk.word___tokenize (word_data)

4 print (1ist (nltk"biqrams (nltk tokens) ) )

Output:

[('the't, tbestt)
t 936 ! ).,, ( t cant ,
( ' sky' , 'hiqh '') ,

, ('besttr tperformancet),

'bring') , ('bring.' , 'in') ,
('high'r'success'), ('success'

( 'per:formance ' ,
( 'in' , 'sky' ) ,

r r\ I| . tJ

This result can be used in statisticalfindings on the frequency of such pairs in a

given text. That will correlate to the general sentiment of the descriptions

present in the body of the text. Now we will concentrate on creating the

vocabulary or dictionary of bigrams.

Creating a Vocabulary/Dictionary: Statistical algorithms work with

numbers. However, natural languages contain data in the form of text.

Therefore, a mechanism is needed to convert words to numbers. Similarly,

after applying different types of processes on the numbers, we need to

conveft numbers back to text.

One way to achieve this type of functionality is to create a dictionary that

assigns a numeric lD to every unique word in the document. The dictionary

can then be used to find the numeric equivalent of a word and vice versa.

We have used GENSIM package to create the dictionary by using

b i g r am_di c t i ona ry=gens im . cotPo ra . D i c tion aty lb i gr am-7 i s t)

Bigram: After the creation of the dictionary bigram we will find the blgram

frequency values for each and every bigram in the dictionary. We take most

frequent bigram as the most important bigram which represents the context

of the text as a whole. Therefore, we take the most frequent bigram in the



r

document as the most innportant bignarnr which glves us a skeleton form for

the title which will be further enhanced'

Giving a Basic Structure to the Title: We hrave already chosen the one

Bigram which defines the essay best among the other bigrams. Now we

search for the bigrams a level forward and a level backward i.e" we take the

first word from tlre selected bigram and search for the bigrams which has that

word as its second part and concatenate to get a better end result. Similarly

we check the bigram list for the bigram which has the second word of the

previously selected bigram as its first word and concatenate them. We try and

find all possible combination and choose the one best suited to be used for

title.

Example: Let's consider some selected bigrams we found from one of our

arLicle from a test set. ln this case the most important bigram among all of

them is

['neural' , 'networks'] .

And then after searching for all the bigrams a level forward and backward we

get a set of bigrams:

I tmultiresolution' , ' recurrent' ]

['recurrent' , 'neuralt ]
I tnetworkst , 'an' ]

[ 'an' , 'aPPlication' ]

[ 'application' , 'dialogue' ]

['dialogue' n 'resPonse' ]

['response' , 'generation' ]

Now we just need to concatenate the bigrams as per the previously

mentioned method to get some possible results as the title of the article:

. Recurrent neural networks

. Recurrent neural networks an application

. Multiresolutional recurrent neural networks

. Multiresolutional recurrent neural networl<s an application

. Multiresolutional recurrent neural networks an application dialogue

response generation
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FUTURE WORKS

Our project mainly focuses on predicting a perfect title, but there are some

flaws which in further research and in future worl<s might be reviewed and will

be overcome. Some of them are discussed below.

lmplementing Sentence formation algorithms to the words in the title words

set that was predicted. Here we have successfully predicted the words which

have the most probability to be in the title. Also we have predicted the

sequence of how some words must be placed in the title to make complete

sense. lmplementation of sentence formation on the chosen set of words

would bring in the depth and mal<e the title readable and user friendly.

lmplementing Sentiment Analysis algorithms would bring in the perfection

in title generation. Sentiment analysis is the interpretation and classification

of emotions (positive, negative and neutral) within text data using

textanalysistechniques. lmplementing sentence formation will give us a set

of possible sentences or phrases which may be used as the title to our article.

It is because a group of words can be rearranged to form multiple meaningful

sentences. Sentiment analysis would help us choose which sentence among

those will be best for describing the l<ey features of the article thus, increasing

the efficiency of the article.
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PROCESSINGINIP

ABSTRACT- Here, we consider the problem to classify newspaper articles into

various categories. We first take input a dataset and filter the text to make it

easier to classify then we remove all the stop words which are not required. We

then try to classify the articles using various classifiers. We then try to better that

algorithm using hyper parameter tuning. Here, we also use tf-idf weighting

scheme and word count vectors scheme to see how human brain can classify

article topics.

TEXT CLASSIFICATION:

It is also known as text tagging or text categorization is the process of categorizing

text into organized grouPs.

By using NLP, text classifiers can automatically analyze text and then assign a pre-

defined tags or categories based on its contents.

APPLICATIONS:

1. Sentiment analYsis.

2. Topic detection.

3. Language detection.

4. Differentiate between legitimate messages and spam mail.

5. News portal"

THE DATA:

The data is taken bY using the url:

https://raw.githu buserconte nt.com/Dives hRKu bal/Data -Science-Use-

Cases/master/News%20Classification/BBC%20News.csv

The data contains 1490 rows and 3 columns. The columns are Articleld, Text,

Category.
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FILTERED SENTENCE:

We define a function which is used to filter a sentence. Here we first convert the

whole text to lower case, replacing new line with a single space and \r with space.

Then replace multiple spaces with a single space and removing all the special

characters. We also remove all the stop words from the data using stop words

and word tokens.
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ENCODING THE DATA:

The data which we have taken input is then encoded on the basis of its categories

in the following order:

Category

BUSINESS

ENTERTAINMENT

POLlTICS

SPORT

TECH

ENCODED_CATEGORY

0

L

2

3

4
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TESTING AND TRAINING:

The data we get is divided into two categories: Training and Testing. Here, we

take two columns for testing and training namely: filtered data and the

encoded_category. The number of training set is considered about 80% of the

total data set where as the testing dataset is about 20%of the data set.
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TERM FREqUENCY INVERSE DOCUMENT FREQUENCY MODEL:

We are looking for high informative words. Term frequency- inverse document

frequency (tf-idf), a numerical statistic that reflects how important a word is to a

document in a collection or corpus.

The first element is the term frequency (tf), it is the number of times that a token

occurs in an article, summed across allthe articles in a particular class.

The inverse document frequency (idf) is obtained by dividing the total number of

words in the corpus by the count of the instances of the particular word in the

data, and then taking the logarithm of the quotient.

When creating the features with this method, we can choose some parameters:

. N-gram range: we are able to consider unigrams, bigrams, trigrams...

, Maximum/Minimum Document Frequency: when building the vocabulary, we

can ignore terms that have a document frequency strictly higher/lower than

the given threshold.
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. Maximum features: we can choose the top A/ features ordered by term

frequency across the corpus.

We expect that bigrams help to improve our model performance by taking into

consideration words that tend to appear together in the documents" We have

chosen a value of Minimum DF equal to 1.0 to get rid of extremely rare words that

don't appear in more than 10 documents, and a Maximum DF equal to l-00% to

not ignore any other words. The election of 300 as maximum number of features

has been made because we want to avoid possible overfitting, often arising from a

large number of features compared to the number of training observations.
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CLASSIFIERS:

We use different types of classifiers to classify the parsed*text to the embedded

categories such as:

e RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIER

o LOGISTIC REGRESSION
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KNEIGHBORS CLASSIFIER

DECISION TREE CLASSIFIER

GAUSSIAN NAIVE_BAYES

Out of all the classifier we can see that the Logistic Regression provides us with

the highest accuracy. Hence we are going to use the Logistic Regression.
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PERFORMANCE M EASUREM ENT:

The classifications are measured on various parameters. The data is first made to

be fit for the training data set and the model is cross validated using the testing

data set. The parameters to check the insights of how the models are working are:

Accuracy: the accuracy metric rneasures the ratio of correct predictions over

the total number of instances evaluated.

Precision: precision is used to measure the positive patterns that are correctly

predicted from the total predicted patterns in a positiveclass.

Recall: recall is used to measure the fraction of positive patterns that are

correctly classified

Fl-Score: this metric represents the harmonic mean between recall and

precision values

HYPER.PARAMETERS:

Each of the classifier has multiple parameters that also need to be tuned. Firstly,

we have to decide the best hyper parameter which can get the best fitting model

to classify.

After performing the hyper parameter tuning process with the training data via

cross validation and fitting the model to this training data, we need to evaluate its

performance on totally unseen data (the test set). Here in the Logistic Regression

we find out the best fit hyper-parameters using GridSearchcv$. Then we use that

parameter to get the best possihle model for that classifier.
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DOC2VEC:

The input of texts (i"e. word) per document can be various while the output is

fixed-length vectors. Paragraph vector and word vectCIrs are initialized. Paragraph
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vector is unique among all documents while word vectors are shared among all

documents such that word vector can be learnt from different document.

During training phase, word vectors will be trained while paragraph wili be thrown

away after that. Durirrg the prediction phase the paragraph phase will be initialized

randomly and compute with word vectors.

After carrying out the Doc2Vec operation we have carried the logistic regression

on the Doc2Vec model we find that the accuracy of the logistic regression model

has certainly increased.
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What is a Bag-of-Words?

A bag-af-wcrds rnc:d*|, rsr **W t*r sl-i*rt". rs a wav cf t: xtracting features front text
f*r usr in r"'r':od*lin g, stsc* a* vviLlt r{tar-?';rw i**rnt n4 ,sit;tsrithrns.

The a ppr*ach is v*ry sirnpl* and flexibl*, dnti ran be used in a mvri';sd rsl ways f *r
extracting features from cl*cuments.

A bag-of-wards is a refr{esen tation CIf t€xt that describes th* occurrence of words

with!n a dr:cum*nt. lt involves tw* things:
A vacnLrrri*ry *i kncrvrr wt:rrj.,
A measure *f th* {3r*s*nu: rsl l<.n*w*,,sJar{lt.

It is e alle ei a " bog" *f w*rds, **eaas* any ir$*rmatir;n ab*ut th* *rd*r *r
structure of w*rds in the rJorurnent is rJisearded. The rriodel is r:rrly t*nt*r**d
with wheth*r known words sccur in th* do*ume nt, nat wh*re in the cl*cument.

_dx



Example of the Bag-of-Words Mcdel

Let's make thc bag-*f-w*r"ds r"r-icdel ccncrete with a war*.*d *xampl*.

Step 1: Collect Data

ffielcw is a snipp *l r:t l?,* fir*l {*w lines *f text fr*m the bn*k " it"i"X:,;.:,lJJ:n
2|1;.,;1," *y *t:*r\*r; *tu\"*nx. takr:n frr:ryt {3rr:}*",:t. *tst*nY:*rg
It was th* **st *f titu*s,
i{ was tl'to w*rst *f times,
it was the ag* af wi*dam,
it was the aE* *f f**lishfiess,

Fclr this xmalX *xarnpl*.1*t'h t{*aot. *a*h ltnr: *s ru x*p*ral# "*(sc*m*n{" arz*

the 4 lines as *ur *rslir* /;{:}r{}*s *f 4rsr:t;r'**tsl*

Step 2: Design the VocabularY
Now we can make a ti*t *t atrl nf the words in or"rr modCIl v**ab*1*ry.
Thc r-:niqu* w*rds **r* {igrxsrt*g r,**e an* Pun*luati*n} ar*.

* "it"
n t'\"va$t'

* "th*"
. "L]sst"

'" ^{:'+ LJI

u "tiil'le s"
. "w0i"$t"
e rlUU

' "wlsd*m"
. "fcclighness"

That is a vocabulary af '10 w*rds fr*m a corpl,s c*ntaining 24 w*r*'*.

Step 3: Create Document Vectors

The neNt step is to *c*r* the wards in each document.

Th* mbje*live is t* turn *a*ts document *f {rs* text intr: * v**l*r th*t w* can

usc &$ input" *r *ut*tstf*r a machin* l*arninE mrs**l"

7



Because we kn*w th* r,tor;*Ysulal"y has '1fi words, w* {:an usf; & {ix*r}-l*nplh
rJocum*nt re pres*ntatior"r *f 1C, wit* *n* p**iti*rr irs tYt* vect*r trs x**r*
each w*rcl.
Ti-re simplest scr:ring meth*<J i* tr* marV, t!s* y:re**nce cf lv*rds ;"1* *
bcr:lean value, A fur ab*er:l, 1 for prrse nt.

Using the arhitrary *rd*ring nf wards listmd *bove in cur vocabulary, we f,an

si*p thrcugh th* fir*t d**,,sment {r'lt was th* b*st t:f tim*s"} and ccnvert il

rnt* a 'bina:"y v**l*r.
Th* s{:*nnE *f t.kr: rL*r:urus*nt w*'rrt* l*rs*, ** tr:lksw*'.
,.:+" 

- 4It - I

,1,.,^^" 
- 4Vvdlr * |

"*ha,. - {TI IU I

ttt\ ^^+rr * "{uult * i

"6f' = !
"1in-:*:*" = '1

"wOrst" = *
iA^^. *,1{1U6 * v
"wisdoffi" - 0
"f**lishnes$" = *
A^ ^ t-i^^j.15 (1 uil rd ve{:tor, tltis w*uld l**k as f*llcws:

Th* rther three d*r:rsmr*nts w*uld l**k ns t*trtr*w*:

All arderrng of the wards is ncmin*lly discareied and we h*ve a *onsist*nt
way af extracting t**tt:r*x fr*rct *ny d*cum*nt itr *ur ctrrpil$, r*ady fnr use

in m*d*ling.

New eJocurnsnts thal <sv*riaSs with tha v*ca*ulary of kn*wn wCI{d*, ?sul rnay

**r-rtair": w*rcls outside *f lYt* \r**abul&ry, *#rl still he un**dw*, wh*r* **1y

the cccurronc* *f kn*wn w*rds &rs *c*red and Ltnkfiown w*rd* *r* iEn*r*d.
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Y*u can see h*w tlstx rnig*1**tsrally .*;';;tl* t* trarfr* ts*saYs,*lari** a** l;srE*r
d*curnents.
Managing Vocabulary
As the v*c*bulary siz* in*reas*s, sc dces ths ve*tcr r*pr***ntali** *f
*,trCi.ln"!ent$.

in th* prwvt*ts* *x'arn;sl*, t** tr**g{ts rs{; lh* ****rzs*nl. r.t*ot*r !s eqr-lai tc the
numher rf knmr,ryr: wcrds
You can irn*gln* thatf*r a very larE* corpu$, sr.rci-t as thor-jsan** *{ b**ks,
that the lenEth cf th* vect*r might h* tlrcusands *r miilions cf pcsitic,ns.
Further, *a*h d**utner'at rnmy **ntnin v*ry few of tf"ie kncwn w*rc!* in th*
va*a*ul*ry "

This results in a vw*l"rsr vaitls l*ls r;f x*r* 5**r**. rallsd e fipar*e v**tar or
sparse r*pronent#ti*rl.
$parse vectorg r*quir* mar* rneffiory anr| **rnputational re$ource$ when
modeiing and the va*t n*mber of positions ur dimen*ions can make lls*
m *cj e I t n g p rilc#ss v *ry r:YsaXl* n g i n g { rsr 2 r *rJit.i*n atr *lg*rith m s.
As such , tl:wre ix prwwx*r* trs ducreax* l"ha siz* *f t** v**aYsutrrry v'then
using a *ag-*f -ward* rn*d*i.
There ar* simpi* text cleaning t*chniqr:es lhat **n b* used as x firsl step,
su*h as:
luncring c&*e
lgn*ring p*n*uali*n
lgn*rrngfr*q**r'rtv*ar** L?:al**n't r:rmtr*irt rcusr:'n irt{rsrrztali*rs, ta|l*d *1,*p
words, like "fi," "a{," gt*.
Fixing mi**pell*d words.
Reducing wards tCI their st*m {e.9. "play" tr*m "piaying") using xt*mrnirsg
algarithm*.
A nrcrs scrr:histicat*d ap*r*ar:k ic l* cr*al* a v*cabulary *f gr*tsys*r) wcr*s"
This hcth **arsE*s the sccp* *{ tl:* vtsr:a*tsl*ry r.lrsd all*wx t{w:: lt,*g-rs{-
wcrds tc capturc a litli* *it m*r* rrl*&r*n{i fr*m t*ry ****m*nl.
ln this approach, each word cr tcken is called a "grarrl". Creating a
vccabul*ry af t:w*-wcrd pmirs i*, in turn, called a bigram mCIdel. hg*ut, *rsly
the bigrams th*t appoer irt th* c*rptjs ar* rn*d*ie d, n*t ail p*rsibl* bigrant*.
An N-gr*rn is an N-t*k*r: soQL.t*r't*{} rsf w*rds: i* 2-grarn {r**r* r:*ntrrtr;nly
t;alled a bigrams is * twrs-wt*v$ ssr-Su*nct- *{ r,,}rr.!t; llke "p;lr**sr* t*rn", "tur*

y*Lt{", *{ "y{;)il' h*rn*w*rk", #{'td a 7-graw {rncr* **mm*fily *all*:d e trtgft}fi})
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is a thr**-ward s*qu€fic* af w*rds lik* "pleas* turrs y*ur", *t "trlrn y{}u{
L.^*.-,,,*, -1,"f ttJt t tcvvtlt !'\

V*r *x.ar*p\*, th* *igr*r*'*, trt t"?'tr:: fir*t ltrs* *f text ;n the previtirs ***Lt**'. "ll

was the b**t cf tiffie*" ";a{* {}::} fciiuuas:
"!t vda$"
"was th*"
"thc best"
"l:*si mf"
"trf tiilre s"

A vcer*bulary th*n tr**?"x tripl*tt; *{ vq*r** ix **ltr*d a Lngram rnorjel *nd th*
general appr*ath is r:rs\\*rj th* n-gram r**d*l, where n r*f*rs t* lk* n*m**r
*f grouped wr:rds.
Often a simplc bigram apprcach is h*tter than * 1*gr*rn bag-of-words
m *de I fn r ta s ks ltk* d*u.sryt*nt ati*n r,l a.*;*ttir:isa;.i*n .

a baE-cf-bigrarzts {*tr}{#s#t}tati** is mu*h {z}*t# 'p*w*rftsf tf"ta* bag-af-v'tarCs,

and in many cases pravo# v*ry hxrri t* b*;tt"
Scoring Words
Oncc a voc*bulary har ***n ch**er:, llt* ***zsrreftcs *f words in example
docume nls rz**d* to be *r:rsr*rj.
ln the wark*d *xaffilr}trtr. lry* have *lr*'ady ***n *n* v#ry *irnpl* ay:pr*ar:* tts

scoring: a bi*ary scoring *f ths pr***nc* or absencs *f w*rcis.
$ame addtli*rsal *impl* ***ring rn*"tYttstj* inclt:d*:

Freq*cnccww" Calc.tllatu lls* fr*qu***y t*ul *a*h w*rd app*arx in a
d*cume r:t *ut r:f a?l'tl:* w*rds in t?t* d**tsr**rfi.
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coNCLVSTON:

There are many other methods to classify the newspaper articles. We find that
whatever model we use, the accuracy is never fia%. However the machine

learning process is getting better and better. Today it is used in highly

sophisticated calculations. The work of classification can be used in various fields

such as movie reviews, sentiment analysis, topic detection. Machine learning is

also used in medical field- such as detection of malignant tumor detection, etc.
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Abstract-The most interesting and yielding

part of modern computer science-oriented

development is the concept of artificial in-

telligence in a way that it almost mimics

the ways our brains function. ln this paper

the predictive capabilities of such a eon-

cept of Al has been used to generate a pre-

dictive set of values of a certain feature of

a certain dataset. The algorithm uses a per-

ceptron-based model to predict values'

LSTMs are based on a modified version of

Recurrent Neurat Networks (RNN)' This pa-

per drops the need for using the basic if-

else construct to find what feature of

scalability willgive the best result for our

experiment. This paper also compares the

effect of scaled down samples against non-

scaled sample value for LSTMs and GRU in

the format of graphs fir visualization and

mean squared errors for metric compari-

sons. This is a time-series forecasting prob-

lem which is also a statisticaltool. The

event outcome seems to be dependent on

a variety of factors but in the dataset used

for this paper the outcome generally im-

proved with increased randomness, hence

our apparent probtem on time series anal-

ysis merely becomes a problem of regres-

sion analysis.

Keywords- LSTM, GRU, time-series, predic-

tion, Al"

I. TNTRODUCTION

Neuro comPuting has come a long

way since its inception in its simplest form

as a perception. To put it tightly is to say

that responds in a way that animals do' Hu-

mans think of an instance of anything

maybe a lot of instances but we assign

some different instances to them'

An example of such an activity would be to

remember a group of people. Any arbitrary

group, you maY know them You may not'

Chances are to create such a diverse group

oftwo types of people you have taken

types, your relatives and strangers. Now an

activity would be that if you were given a

chance of gividg someone from amongst

that group a million dollars and told to cite

your preferences in order of who would

most likely receive this gift from you' Most



likelv it would be your parents or your sib-

lings and then a ciose relative and at the

end of that list you would place a complete

and random stranger' ln a way ali animals

assign weights to certain things in life. Long

Short Term Memory and Gated Recurrent

Units do exactlY that.

ll" Problem Statement

The recurrent neural network has its own

problem. lt is called the vanishing gradient

problem where weight of each sample is

not modified or changed enough that

makes the neural network more susceptible

to errors in prediction. To overcome this

problem, we use LSTM and GRU.

With a few minor tweaks these modifica-

tions upon RNN give surprisingly accurate

results. As the weights of the samples be-

come smaller and smaller for earlier layers

of the neural network the learning rate is

lowered. The vanishing gradient problem

can be countered by using different neural

network architectures. Two of these archi-

tectures are LSTM and GRU.

Most important LSTM formulae are as fol-

lows:

1) Deciding what information to pass

through the cell state and what we

give out. Denoted bY the sigmoid

laYer"

!, ,,. t 1\.1 ,.:!;y 1. r11 = $1j

ht-r denotes cell outPut from the

previous state. Wr denotes the

weight assigned to that set of previ-

ous ht-r and xt which is the input for

the present state or the samPle

value in this state.

bi is just the bias associated it helps

keep the gradient always robust and

save it from the vanishing gradient

pitfall. This has two parts. First, a sig-

moid layer called the "inPut gate

layer" decides which values we'll up-

date. Next, a 'tanh' laYer creates a

vector of new candidate values, Ct,

that could be added to the state' ln

the next steP, we'il combine these

two to create an update to the state

ir .' r tlF, :!r, .r. rr: + i')
Ci " r'ur)rill llnr 1..r1j 't hl(l,t

" 
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3) We multiply the old state by ft, for-

getting the things we decided to for-

get earlier. Then we add it*Ct- This is

the new candidate values, scaled bY

how much we decided to uPdate

each state value.

'*r'*i#++I rt'i

4) The output is decided bY what we

want to show. First, we run a sigmoid

layer which decides what parts of the

cell state we're going to outputt" Then,

we put the cell state through tarrh (to

Y



push the values to be be-

tween -i and 1J and multiPlY it bY

the output of the sigmoid gate, so

that we onlY outPut the Paris we de-

cided to.
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The complete cellwould be as-

By symbols:

|l€uralNei:tJork PcintwiSe

Layer OPeration

lll. Problem formulation

Gates are the flow of control that regulate

how much of what value to send to the next

step. This helps the algorithm decide how

much informationalvalue is passed on.

The gate functions used in LSTMs are of to

types- tanh and sigmoid. The tanh layer reg-

ulates the gradient problem. When multiple

values are operated as done above the mul-

tiplicative result will increase in value while

other values in that input sample will not be

so great. Hence only the vales with higher

,,, . riii'., ;ir,..1..r,1 - l.'t

ir, ,,,, r, + ixh 1C'1i

Triiglef
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numerical points will be taken into account

(Wr). Hence the learning rate of this algo-

rithm diminishes. This is called the vanish-

ing gradient problem' LSTM uses the tanh

and sigmoid layers to regulate the values'

The tanh will reduce the values to a thresh-

old between -1and 1. This is a number

compression technique. Other versions of

LSTM use certain other compression tech-

nique. Even logarithmic or inverse exponen-

tial functions can be used to reduce the val-

ues of multiplied values with weights. The

sigmoid layer only filters what value to

keep. For any value 'x'the sigmoid layer

multiplies 'x' to a csonstant that regulates

its actual importance in the following man-

ner:

a) multiplied with 1 if we want to com-

pletelY keeP the value

b) muttiplied with 0 if we throw that

value awaY.

Hence we use the sigmoid layer as spec-

ified in accordance to the need to use

the value of that input vector. Weights

are generally used at random in the ini-

tial stages as the model tries to adjust

these weights or constant values' But

as errors seem to pile up a variety of

techniques are used to reduce the er-

rors and settle on a definitive set of

weights as a result of which the back

propagation shows its colours and gives

a definite set of weights necessary for

prediction. The weights will be multi-

plied for niaking changes to cell state'

This cell state is generally hidden, which

means that the value will be thrown off

copy

|-
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and this value has a low weight multi-

plied to it.

ill. Fython imPlementation

Output given by the code is as follows:

tl :i ii-'i' i i il . ;3:.i1t. l.i t-',t tnolel, frtet.i. s,rirnes ) ),
.: i:r :.Lr: 1."t1t,lt'ii",nodel.metric!-namesli l,' :,reEUl!1[i] )

::i: i.'rl : i.l:ll-.i..1:a'r+?4.11.
rlrtila rH:a:i.. air.itirii? __arf tr' : 1 ii-:.tJ2zrlli71E9f li

; t i i j t r ":. $ ! t t i t:.5 f t r r: t ft - ra n d Q rn l t ed :;c q1 {} i r: 5.

Using a randomized selection technique to

select a set of samples we see the metric

loss and mean absolute error slightly in-

crease in magnitude (Figure 2):

r.t i :r .,: I ,i, , (m!.iel.[et.]c! xafi.si):
' i. rtt:--.,fiode} rnEt.t.! n;rresli],':",r1:ritlill)

r ,;il,: :";1:',,,i;;':,:,i''i;.':7.,'"."j'o.,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

!. i g Li t e 2 - rn e t t i c s lt r io rt d o rrt i t t: d st: tri ;: i t' t.

This happens usually in this case. Although

it looks like a regression problem at first

glance, it is a time series problem. The

trend in previous sales prices affects the

trend towards future prices the graphs in-

cluded below will explain further.

a:i! r'i l::.: ::i l!; 1;'i Ll tj\ !t:ti:
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lV. Difference between LSTM and GRU

Gated Recurrent Units remove the

usage ofthe cell state part instead use the

hidden state to transfer information" This

hidden state transfers information as well

as is used for prediction. Hence, GRU cell is

more simple to understand than LSTM cell.

It only has two gates namely reset and up-

date gates. Hence LSTM help us set more

hyperparameters that make the develop-

ment more fluid and helps us fix values bet-

te r.

The metrics are as follows using GRU-

ili
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The output prediction graph for GRU is :

iu r lJ [ 150 1] 5 li]*
r1re

i:i;Lire 6 $l1li ili:tu*l {}ti{.{..' ,,erstts ttrcdictittti vi}lues

It is only naturalthat since GRU have less

number of gates that also compute faster

than LSTM. But it is only a matter of trial

and error about which model is better. Av-

erage time elapsed between computations

of the two models is:

The visible differences are not that substan-

tial to classify either as the better.

The figure next shows the difference in pre-

dictions:

Flgure 7-Compl{:te comptlrison qra1sh Acttitt! price vs. LSTlvl

preditlksn *. 6RU pretiictitttt-

The differences are not that substantial alt-

hough a few minor tweaks have been

shown with higher epoch numbers:

*s ;5 ,i{1 ? b iti 4 1*l 5 llttj l.? t: 3ll3

l::igur:: ii-{:ai 3t}0 {.pc{hs tltt prer}trl;tin datrfidit lri}t1 5t$nds

aa (l&U.5 br.ing? isttt*r thc;n LSTMs

As visible there has been a slight improve-

ment in predictions but that is natural when

we increase the epoch numbers, moreover

the GRU architecture tends to give better

outputs in this case. This fallacy in the neu-

ral architecture might cause disturbance for

noisy data when we have to try more com-

binations of batch and epoch numbers for

finding the correct and satisfying results, as

shown below:
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LSTM GRU

403 seconds for 200

epochs with batch

size 16 and an aver-

age 932us/step of
evaluation.

600 seconds for 200

epochs with batch

size 16 and an aver-

age 1ms/step of eval-

uation.
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Fotlowing shows the time needed to execute

each:

Ep*rlr 51tllCIss

,rfr], \liiLfr1*
r., 1r1 r -i:r i ----------- -------l - it i.,-llrtcr(-in
t;,L") *:i0 -------j r-) ljiiir-i;-r'i-;

Figare i7-AVffR&G{ TtW{ #F LSTttt EX{-

ctlTt*N FOR EA{H tp}tt1.
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1- :r1 ,::.+.rnl: I'll,l: , 5 r: -

l5 dil't"l!,'5Ii:
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V. Conclusion

There is much difference between

the execution times of GRU and LSTM' As

far as time-series are concerned, hence the

time saving capabilities of LSTM are far

f igure li-l,yftrA$f W{\4{ AF Gfrt} EX{-

ctlrt#N f,ctr {ACI{ {p}cq.

more advantageous than the less computa-

tions required in GRUs.
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OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGN ITION

AbStfaCtiOn:- Machine replication of human functions, like reading, is an ancient

dream. However, over the last five decades, machine reading has grown from a dream to

reality. Optical character recognition has become one of the most successful applications of

technology in the field of pattern recognition and artificial intelligence. Optical character

recognition (OCR) is one of the latest technologies adopted in a lot of areas such as

management, business, criminal and social networks. lt consists of recognizing image-based

characters and transforming them to realdigital character that can be editing, written and

displayed. The aim of this ptqiec!]IB recognize an English text from a photo like

JPG,JEPG,PNG .

Stgp WiSg MethOdOlOgy:- rhis project is done in severalsteps. we trv to

solve this practical problem very carefully and we experienced too many real life problems

to solve this project which aren't found generally in theoretical world.

We use Python Programming Language in lupyter lob environment to implement our

idea. We use some lmage Processing concepts for preprocessng the captured lmage and

also use Convolutional Neural Network to recognize the characters from the captured

lmage.

a-
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BinAfiZltiOn:- tn this step we covert the image to gray then binarise that.We divide

the image into various matrices.

We use OTSU to binarise each of the divided matrices

Problem comes when the divided part has no part of foreground image (text written)

So we use neural network on number of black points and number of black points along the

edges of matrices

5o we whiten that divided matrix when tested by neural network returns 0.
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DeSkeW The lmAg€.'- text skew correction algorithms is too much essential in the

field of automatic document analysis. Many times Captured text images are skewd with

some angel. lt's a major problem for document analysis. Here is an INPUT example we've

used which is binarised already.
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We have to follow some steps to deskew the image in a correct position.

(a) Detecting the block of text in the image.

(b)Computing the angle of the rotated text.

(c)Rotating the image to correct for the skew.

We use OpenCV to deskew the image. To apply the algorithm the text image must contain

dark background and light or white text; however, to apply our text skew correction process,

we first need to invert the image (i.e., the text is now light on a dark background -- we need

the inverse). So we use bitwise_not function of OpenCv. And the lmage will be like that.



Then finds all (x, y)-coordinates in the image that are part of the foreground.We pass these

coordinates into cv2.minAreaRect which then computes the minimum rotated rectangle

that contains the entire text region.The cv2.minAreaRect function returns angle values in

the range [-90,0). As the rectangle is rotated clockwise the angle value increases towards

zero. When zero is reached, the angle is set back to -90 degrees again and the process

continues.

lf the angle is less than -45 degrees, in which case we need to add 90 degrees to the

angle and take the inverse"Now that we have determined the text skew angle, we need to

apply an affine transformation to correct for the skew.

Determine the center (x, y)-coordinate of the image. We pass the coordinates and rotation

angle into the cv2.getRotationMatrix2D. This rotation matrix M is then used to perform the

actual transformation. draws the angle on our image so we can verify that the output image

matches tlre rotation angle.And final output will in Dark text and White Background.

OUTPUT is:-



Eiler (1736), gronn through interest in graph represenlrtions of maps and

chemical compounds in the nitleteenth cenlury, anci einerged as a s.vstematlc

area of sf ud_v in the tu'€ntietil centilly, first a s a branch oi rnathem.r tjc.s and ia ter

also tirough its applications ro cornputer scienr:e. The books bv Berge ( I 976J'

BoJIobas {1998), and Diestel (2000) provide sttbstantial further coveragt' of

graph theory Recently, extensive data ha.s become avaiiable for studying iarge

iet*orks lhal aflse in the physrcal, trioiogical, and social sciences' artd lhere

has been rnterest ln understand.ing ptoperties oflerworks lhat span all rhese

differenl domains. The trooks by Btrrabasi {2002) and lttatts (20021 discuss th'is

emerging area oI research, with presentations aimed af a general audience'

The basic graph rraversal lecliiliques covered in this chaprer have nunrer-

ous applicatr'ons. We will see a number olthese in sttb-sequent chanters' and

*e reia.the reader io rhe book by Tarjan {199j) for further resuits.

Notes on lhe Excrcises Exercise )2 is based on a resuil otI'larlr:r Golumbic

and llon Shamir

Component(word) Findingl- tn this stage we treat every word of the text tmage

as a graph Connected Component. We've search the binarised image pixel wise and we

found any black pixel then we searched up to 5 pixels down and right side of that pixel. lf
any black pixel have found then include that pixel with that component. lt means we

searched a 6X6 box where the upper left corner of the box is the black pixel of the existing

component.

lnitially the first black pixel will the starting node of the component and after required

steps neighbour pixels(which are within the 6X6 box) are included in the component. By

Searching this entire text image we will get all the Words. Here is the example-



Line Cf eatiOn & Ranking:- tn this step we conquer the words which are in the

same line with their correct position and decide the ordering of the lines.

To create the iine by conquering the words we followed some logical conditions. At

first we measure the possible highest height of a character of the text lmage , which is

denoted as CH" The process of linking two neighboring worcis is addressed as follows: Let

(Xr,yr) ,(Xz,yzl denote the bounding box coordinates of an assigned word and (X:,Y:),

(X+,yq) denote the bounding box coordinates of a candidate neighbor word. From all words

in the right side of the assigned word which satisfy the condition :

[yt,yz] lntersection [ys,yq] = NOT NULL (represents the horizontal overlapping), we select

the one with the smaller distance D=X:-Xz only if 0<D<6*CH Since many words may

satisfy the condition of horizontal overlapping, selecting the one with the smaller distance,

we select the imnrediate neighbor word of the same text line" Next, this word is assigned as

processed and we search in the right side for a neighbor word till the last word of the text

line is assigned as processed. Here is an example of a created line:

After that to ordering the lines we compare the Y values of the coordinates of any

pixel of a component of a line with the other line's component's pixel. The higher Y value

implies, the line is ordered as behind to the lower one. By this logic we compare all the line

with each other and decide the ordering. Here is the example of our result'
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Character Extraction From Component(Word):- rn this step we

extracted all the characters from their components.We follow a quite similar approach here

iike word finding. By taking a component we searched for a black pixel and then searched for

iire next black pixei which is adjacent with that prxel. Then we put them together as a graph

component and searched for the remaining black pixels which are adjacent. By following this

logic we extract characters from a word. And we use this process for all the words.Here is an

example of extraction:
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RecOgnize ExtraCted CharaCter USing CNN:- We collect data set from

kaggle"com for the training our CNN.Here is an overview of our CNN'
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The characters of the text image are recognized.Here is some samples of characters which

are recognized by ourCNN.The extracted input character is shown and the corresponding

output character which recognized is shown in text format at the lower left corner side of

the input.
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Final OUtpUt:- Having recognized characters, it just some file writer code to get

out "txt file.

Problems we faced

Due to lack of training data , this step even after having 97%6 training set accuracy
did not perform that well as we expected it be.Also we lacked datasets for comma
fullstop and other charecters"

1. OfSU thresholding algorithm, for binarization.

2. pRpf R:- Goal-Oriented Rectification of Camera-Based Document lmages, by

Nikolaos Stamatopoulos, Basilis Gatos, loannis Pratikakis, Member, IEEE, and Stavros

J. Perantonis, LINK-

ht t.ps : ,,,,rvww. r'esear !:hgi:[e-_nr:1.,i Dult] i r:al jon. 165f_$J&1_-Ga.f]:
0r' ienlecl ilecl.iI i cat. i r,,n r,rj' (]nmera-Basr:d Dor:ument. lnriigeis

3. trttr)s:,,'i'1vwtr',. pl,inragesearch. com,,"2017 i02,i'20,'iext**ckerw-ct-u'r'erct ion-

Ollorlc v*P \r t hon,/
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Abstroct. This poper presents o proposed olternative systam for queuing monogement thot

could reduce inconvenience to the public. The motivction of this system is depicted from on

observotion on the people queuing for services in the hospitals ond the governrnenl offices

without committing ts the estimoted time for their demand. Waiting for the service is

counterproductive which consumes on unocceptoble omount of productive time for the

potients. We develop the system to monoge the queue without physicclly lining up snd ollow
'people 

to monitor their queue ststus by their wireless hsndheld devices. The project

occomplishes its objective os o tool to monoge the hospitol queue online where customers.

potienis ond stokeholder con occess thairs gueues remotely over the fnternet through o web

opplicotion. The results benetit to both stakeholder to monoge their time for other desire

octivities and hospitals in utilizing its spocious areafor other business proposes'

Keywords: Hospitol queuing monogement system, web opplicotion'

1. Introduction
The innovqtion of technologies could bring support to the quolity of lifefor

humon in vorious osPects ond objectives. However, in order to opply ond implement

technology system to be used requires the costly investment for itself' This constroint

leods to the inescopoble orchoic monogement methods, and the systems still coexist

olongside the odvonc es in procedures. One of the unovoidoble signif iconces is the

hosfitat service for the people, especially omong the undeveloped country ond developing

country. The public hospitols likely support the poor ond middle closses which have to

potronize the public services in the state hospitols.

A growing populotion bose will continue hoving o Pressure to the existing

hospitol focilities. With the cycle af limited fscilities, it leods to the coupled stoff ing

shortoges which will guorontee thot long queues to remoin synonymous onytime visiting o

hospitol ond other public service focilities. The people muSt toke o gueue os long os they

need the services. Whelher the problem is coused by stoff shortoges, equipment

shortoges, or the hospitol copocity is not sufficient for the populotion oreo they serve'

Long gueues ore on unwonted qnd unnecessory burden to the public os well os the hospitol

stoffs. Long queue.s ore then ossocioted with o negative image of the hospitol

experience, but moSt people,con't ovoid to be under this present System.

For this projact, we proPose the system with the moin objective os to

creoteo visuol queue for hospitol online where people con occess ond teserve their queue

wirelessly over the rnternet. The system ollows people to monitor their queuing stotus

f rom the web szrvice opplication. This benef iciol system is designed to off er the options

for people who ore woiting for the service: they con go onywhere while they ore in the

queue rather thon stonding ond presenting themselves in front of the serviceorea'



2. Literoture R.eview
The troditionol queuing monogement methods mostly used in the hospitol

ate queue cord ond smort queue os described it feotured by tigure l.when using queue

cord system,the people in the queue ore ossigned by numbers occording to the orrivol

order. This method sllows the patients to be qble to monoge their time bosed on on

estimotion of thetime ovoiloble until thair number is colled. Venturing outside of the

immediote oreo is o constont gomble. The queue number moy guorantee service occording

to the number priorities; hoiever, o deloy in returning moy still result in the loss of o

queue position.

ffi*ts
Ssryrce Cou,lter

e"p'lvai*re 
R*nn)

Nlrrse r' Service Operator

Fig 1 Typicol stotu hospi

Most of the privote hospitols provide o smort queue system os well os

helpdesks ond counter Services for their customers. The smort queue SYstern provides

outomotic queue numbers olong with outomotic voice colling ond LED disploy ponels on o

progressive bssis. However, this system still requires potients to congregote in the

immediote oreo to monitor Ihe progress of queue numbers being serviced' This service

only eliminotes the need to stond in on orgonized line, but does not oddress o more

productive method for time utilizotion'
Bosedonosurvey,peoplewoitinginoqueuegeroservicefrompublic

hospitols in rurol qreo in Thoilond reve.ol thot they ore compelled to endure the endless

woits. They lined up qt the service counter. Any obondonment results in their

requirement to return to the bock of the line ond on even longer woit' with such o long

queue ond woiting period, it represents o consideroble omount of time wosted f or Ihe

people involved. Any desire to venture outside the immedioFe orea is outweighed by the

uncertointy of not hoving informotion regarding the progress of the queue' They simply

connot miss their position due to o lock of informotion. This problem motivoted us to

develop o method to monoge thereserved queue to olleviote on minimizing the number of

people in the PhYsicol queue.

I



3. Service Queue Monagement System with Wireless

Appnooch

S " I System--Eggldgry-gd,'Arc hitecture
fy,u nuffi[o.n of the hospitol queue mcnogement system will provide

stokeholder with tools to manoge their queuestotus wirelesslytll' The system would allow

ihem to know whot is going on with the gueue wherever they go" As con be seen in the

figure Z o new comer orrives ot the service counter before booking into the hospitol

queue. with their wireless devices, the queue stotus can be accessed through the

Intennet, ond it provides informotion to everyone in the queue'

Fif . 2. Existinq Hospitol service queue monogement svstem

Theproposedsystem,theboundoryonditsfunctionolityoredescribedino
form of UML conceptstl'z1 shown in figure 3. The system's functionolity is demonstroted

ondexploinedostheroleoffouroctorsondsevenusecosesosfollowing:
Actors rqlg:

. ,9yl-ter[ -A-d-mjn: rzpresents on odministrotor who gronts occess to oll system

features:theroleistoregistelonewhospifolondqueueodministrotiontothe
system.

. Qt{e!re-{dmin: represents o hospitol queue odministrotor' the role is to creote

queues ond operotors to the system'

.Que-tle*--O-P--c-[st-oJ:representsoPersonwhotokescareofeachqueue'Theroleis
ro register queue client to the system and to monoge oll octivities in the queue'

. Q11qu.-e---C-Jiq$: represents ihe person who requires hospitol service ond is seated

inthequeue,.Theroleistoviewlhequeuesiotusinordertoknowwhentobein
the szrvice.
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Fig. 3. Hospitol Queue System Use Cose Diogrom

Use cose role:
.Regiatpc_LLo-s+rts!:Describesobehoviorforthesystemodministrotionto

regisFer hospitcl detoils into the hospitol queue system'

. Q9-g!s-te--r---Qu-eue^..Admin: describes o behovior thot o queue odminisfrotion is

creoled bY the sYstem odmin.
. C1e--q!.e--Quqqg-, tjescribes o gueue thot is created by queue odministrotion'

. Regist_e--r--erJeuc--Q-p-e!:-sterr Descrlbes o behqvior thot o queue operotor is

creoted by the queue odministrotion.
. lAgnege-_Que-g^e: Describes how the queue operator monoges oll octivities thot

hoppen in o queue, including the insertion of o client to the queue, put queued

clienf into o Service qnd end the client from the "queue ofter |he service is

comPlete

' v!e.w---Qucq-e -S--tq-t-q-s: Describes o behavior where o gueue client con check or view

their queua stotus during the queue Process'
. view Qg€ug*stgllrs: Describes the behovior whzre a queue

view their gueue stotus during the quzue Process'

3.2 Dstabsse ond Developmeqf Tools

We consider using Javo progromming run on Jovo EE environmentt3l'

Glossfish os its web servzr ond running web service on WSDL (Web Services Description

Longuoge) model running with XML to view ond exchange doto' A system based on Jovo

technology could be strong in term of security ond greot in term of performonce and

implement with REsTfultal orchitecture. The Set of tools is on odvontage of ease to

occess ond deployment.
Dotobose is created by using PHPMyAdmint5l which is MySQt-tel

monogement progrom. It comes together with XAMPLT]. The entities ond relotionships

system is deployed with relqtionol dqtobcsutal principle which consists of five tsbles'

Qbusiness toble stores the entity of the hospitol thot is registered to the hospitol

queue system. Quser foble stores the entity of user who works with the system' Qqueue

toble stores the entity of o queue lvhich is created by queue odministrotion. Qtron toble

client con check or



stores the entity of o queue l'ronSoction which iS generated through gueuing process'

Customer tobie stores the entity of o queue client or o potient who reguires hospitol

services ond seoting in fhe queue.

3.3 Queuing Manogement Mechsnisn

In this prolect "Firsf come, First serve" concept ond queuing theory with

Little's ;o*[e,1o115 deployed os the system discipline to monoge service queue.6iven A is

Ihe averoge number of items orriving per unit time; W is averoge woiting time per for on

item, ond L is on avetage number of items in the queuing system, soL= lt/w.

The Arrivol Rote (l) is formuloted by o division of Totol orrivol (N) by

Totol Time(T) os A = N/T. This meons thot ot the time intervol T the system hos been

observed,, the number of orrivol N entering to the system queue'

Finding individuol woiting time : Tn order to find the time remoining or

woiting time for qn individuol in the queue,we need to know fhe averoge woiting time W

of the system ot the period time T by being colculoted from equotion (1).

w -- lll:, r,Yi (1)

.\

To cqlculote the woiting time f or the Nth queue number fo be in service,

the overage woiting time needs to be colculoted onword to get the most likely averoge

time. For instonce, Ihe queue moy hove on averoge L cuStomers woiting in the queue with

qrrivol rote A, so colculoting the overoge woiting time is W = L/ h. Therefore, Ihe

expected woiting time for the Nth queue to reoch the service is

WN = [f=, tui
According to the eguotion(2), on individuol woiting time could be rewritten

os the ayeroge woiting time multiply by the number of individuol a queue number

opproximotety. as of continuous system, the estimol'e time woiting could be denoted os

the equotion (3).

Where m is the queue number of on individuol queue ond n is the number of

queues included in average. on estimoted woiting time of on individuol, W(n.m) could be

suggested to the customer of the gueue os the multiplicotion of queue number m with

fhe overage woiting time Wn.

4. System PrototyPe frnPlementotion
The proposed hospitol queue system is required to run over fhzlnternet or

intronet; therefore, the stokeholder, system odministrotive users ond potients con use

their smort phones ond Internet occess devices to view their queue Stotus The sysfem

prototype is demonstroted by testing with o set of tools ond equipment os described

below:

. l---o-csl-l.y- -tes-ting. w-ith--X-4^t4-P

The web server needs to be sel up ond tested on Windows environment ond

running on XAMP v3"2.1 t7t, which is o bundle pockage of Apache' MySQL ond PHPt11'121'

However, the system connot fully operote locolly since the custor\e?/client/patient must

(2)



be able to view a queue stoius over their wireless device. fherefore, the system hos to

be snline to serve this requirement.

. 0nline-hp-s^qgqqe.q-q-tn
To toke the system online, o domoin nome needs to be registered. Also, it

hos been nomed os hosqueue.com. The system domoin is also hosted wif h one of o domoin

hosting providers which gives the system spoce ond requires setve? environment for thz

system t0 rLin.

Tha system hos been done on top of the previous code token from the open

source softwore cotled Comploin Monogement System written by Tousif Khon t13l' The

system is built on top of pre-coding ond structure with a new dotobase design ond new

business processing. The system is built on PHP t11l't1al ond Jovo Script tal, coding example

is shown in the followinq poga. The code represents part of PHP requesling queuery to

the dotobos e before converting into JSON doto format which performs RESTful web

service. As ii con be seen in the code, one importcnt requesting element is AvgTime

(Average Time). The sysfem qllows the gueue odmin to modify the number of somples of

individuol woiting time os n set of average time wciting. AvgTime is then to be used to

colculote time remoining for the next remoining queue

$sql = 
,,sELECT qtron.QueuerD,queueno,CuStrD,orrive,tstotus,qqueue"AvgTim e FROM

".$dbnome.".qtron INNER JOIN ".$dbnome'" gqueueON qtron'QueuefD =

qqueue.QueuelD WHERE qtron.Queuef 5 ="'"$qid ""';

$result=rnysgl_query($sql); $rows =orroyQ; while($r = mYsql-f etch-ossoc($result)) {

$rows['Queus' ][] = $r; J

printjson-encode($ rows);

[Exomple of PHP script on doto conversion by using json-encode function yields requesting gueue doto

output into JSON doto formot.l

The moin operotion iS on queue moncrgement system on PHP demonstroiion'

When the customer/c lient / patient quaue viewer is moinly on Androidt3l' t15l' t16l cpplicotion'

coding exomple is shown below. This port of the code ollows the opplicotion to retrieve

JSON doto f ormot f rom ihe PHP web service. AvgTime obruptly colculotes time

remoining equivolent to the sequentiol order of the potient queue number' This port of

the system oliows the user to access dota over their wireless davice.

public void ListDrower'0 {
try{JSONObjectjsonResPonse =

newJ5ONObject(jsonResuli); -
.lSONn..oyis"ot fUi"innoa" = jsonResponse.optJSONArroy("Queue");
rowQueue.c leor0;
for (inti = O; i<jsonMoinNode lengthQ; i++)

t
JSONObiectjsonChildNode " jsonMoinNode'getJ5ONObject(i);

columnQueue"set(0,jsonChildNode'opt5tring("QueueI D"));

col umnQueue.set(l,jsonChi ldNode optString("queueno"));

columnQueue.set(2,jsonChildNode opt5tring("Custf D"));

columnQueue.sel(3,jsonChildNode'op'l'5trin9("orrive"));
col umnQueue.sef (4,jsonChi I dNode'opf 5trin9("tstotus" ));

columnQueue set(5,jsonChildNode optString("AvgTime"));

columneueue.set(6,String.volueOf (Integer.volueOf (jsonCh ildNode.opt5tring(" Av9T

ime")) *60*(i*1)));

columneueue.set(7,String. valueOf (Tnteger.volueOf (jsonChildNode.optString(" Av9T

ime"))
*60*(i+1)));

t



rowQueue.odd(new ArroyList<String>(columnQueue));
l

i cotch (J5ONExcepfion e) i ... ])
[Exomple of Androici progromming function colledListDrower, which relrieves J5ON doto formot ond
orsploys on Andrord client oppiicoiron.l

. Lnst"s.lJst.'en-gllent-Applieslier-withAndrprd
An fnstollotion client progrom for Android opplicotion hosqueue.com is

stored in on ApK file after its eompilotion. The customer con downlood the file qnd

instoll it to on ondroid device. The progrom requires runnrng on Android 4.0.3 (Ice Cream
Sondwich) ond sbove.

Ho:pital Queue Syrtem - Lcgin

* ':,a ,.,.'. horqueue,com il..: *# ?a *ffi8 &
.M

:'.4:*w

'#";rli!"J:4
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Pass r'r erd
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Fig. 4. Avoiloble downlood of hospitol queueviewer 1.O

Foi{ered Byi Te.h:sr - .{JEg tfTi,ilnnii16l:

The system function will disploy oll the queue ond find queue by ID os shown in

figure 5.

' Di-Splsy--d-[-.-QUe-g.e-: The Disploy All Queue button leods to o view by queue
selected screen where the customer con view the queue by choosing o porticulon
queue thot they wont to view. Therefore, the customer is required to know which
queue to look for.

. F^in-d--.Qu-e^ue-^by-I-D: The Find Queue by ID helps the customer in seorching the
queue in cose thot the customer does not know which queue it is. However,the



customer is still required to know their customer ID to be used os o findinq key

to the queue.

oisplsy All Qucue

Fjnd Queue by lD ijla, r.lf;iri

ial1"l1t21 1

{lititil at

,irfl0l 3

t

a

Fig.5. Queue disploy by seorching customer ID

The queue disploys the queue number, customer ID., queue stotus, ond estimoted

time of service. This con help the customer 9o onywhere neorby or do other octivities

while still knowing the queue stotus.

5. Conclusion
Hospitol Service Queue System is o project to eliminote the troditionol

physicol queue ond replace it with o convenient monogement. This project is designed to

heip the public who suffers from long queues in hospiiols, especiolly the public hospitols'

The moin system functionolities which ore constructed ond implemented online oreready

for hospitol queue services: hence, the customer/polient/client con view o queue stotus

over their wireless.
The contribution of this system does not only serve the people requesling

the service in hospitol but olso utilize their time to do other octivities' Also, the

odvontoge of using open source it could benefil to community os o whole. Not only one

hospitol con benef it with the current system design and setting, but multiple hospitols

con be servzd ot the some time. An individuol hospitol con monoge its own queues with o

given power user os a queue odministrotion. With this design, o cost shoring orrongement

is possible omongst hospitols without hoving ony budget to spend for fhe exlro

development.
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AUTOM^&TIC ESslhY qruhDINq USINE M^ICHIITE

ffi

PROJECT REPORT

-Suryadeep Das

(csuG/15e/17)

INTRODUGTION:

Automated essay scoring (AES) is the use of specialized computer programs to assign

grades to essays written in an educational setting. lt is a form of educational assessment and an application

of natural language processing. lts objective is to classify a large set of textual entities into a small number of

discrete categories, corresponding to the possible grades, for example, the numbers 1 to 10. Therefore, it can

be considered a problem of statistical classification.

Severalfactors have contributed to a growing interest in AES. Among them are cost, accountability,

standards, and technology. Rising education costs have led to pressure to hold the educational system

accountable for results by imposing standards. The advance of information technology promises to measure

educational achievement at reduced cost.

OVERVIEW:

This project aims to buitd a machine learning system for automatic scoring of essays

written by students.The basic idea is to search for features which can model the attributes tike language

fluency, vocabutary, structure, organization, content etc. As we pointed out in our initial draft, such a

system can have a high utitity in many ptaces. For instance, currentty, evatuation of essay writing section in

exams tike GRE, GfitAT, and TOEFL is done manuatty. And, so automating such a system may prove to be

highty usefut. We have buitt a linear regression modet with potynomiat basis function to predict the score of

a given essay. The subsequent sections exptain the input data, features extraction, detaited approach,

resutts, and future scope of the work.

Y



DATA EXPL9RATION;

We have taken the input data from Kaggte.com. We are given -13000 essays written by

schoo[ students of Grade 7, B and 10. These essays are divided into I sets - each set of essays from a

different context - to ensure variabitity of the domain. Each set of essays was generated frsm a singte

prompt. Atong with the ASCII text of each essay, we atso have scores given to each essay by two human

evatuators and a combined resotved score.

We sptit this data into two sets: training set and testing set, as fottows:

Esxy mt Tatairrurnberof
Esssys

t-lurnber af Essays

used foruaining
Number of Essays

used furtestinS
:n"

l"lf.t-, c.ei

l 'l ,: nn b*r2

7 1 7lE I -! n.o :lC
-\ LIJ

4 I ?ff L2** 17;
5 fiD3
;
U 1Ep* 72** f,rJ*

I r inr JU-T I J?A : Crl

174 }LiU its

TOYAL 7?:978 8500 4S7S

Once we have the training and testing data, we can extract features from each of the document and

train our modet. These are exptained in subsequent sections.

FEATURES EXTRAGTION:

Feature extraction is the most important part of any machine learning task and so is the case with

us. To buil,d effective essay scoring atgorithm, our aim is to try to model attributes like language ftuency,

grammatical and syntactic correctness, vocabutary and types of words used, essay length, domain

information etc.

At present, our model is using the fottowing set of features:

1. Totat number of words used in the essay.

Z. Totat number of sentences.

3. Sentiment anatysis.

4. Average word length.
5. Grammatical errors.

We have used the textbtob [ibrary in python to extract the above features from given texts.



APPROAGH. EVALUATION and RESULTS:

First these essays were individuatty scored by human beings, after which feature extraction was

carried out. once we were done with feature extraction, we apptied different regression model to find the

oBtimat condition'

WeptotqraphsoftheScoresgivenmanuattytotherespectivefeatures.
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The next step was to normaljze the dataset to change the values of numeric columns in the dataset to

a cornmon scale, without distorting differences in the ranges of values. For machine learninq'

every dataset does not requlre normalization. lt is required only when features have different ranges'

Once the data was normatised we used it to train different regression modets with an average of 75%

of the data and the results were compared'

'svR" 0 " 5088554 6601122431 ,

' SGDReqresscr', C. 41948?389i624155 ),
'BayesiarLRrdge' n 0. 41182A256L0i 494 -e6 l,
'Lassoi,ars', -0.000E371t68-!2616863i,
'DecisionTreeRegressor', 0 " 19079996LA2015295),
'RandomEor:estRegressor', 0. 607L59A015261986),
' PassiveAggressiveRegressor', -22.8521 A2249L611651,
'TheilsenRegressor', 0.31346315573349131 |

' LinearRegression', 0 . 4'11 826L33034075051,
'Ridge', A "411 ,1 5931 A5'729451 6i,
'Eiast-i-cNer-', -0 " 00083156872616863l l

As, RandomForestRegressor gives R square score of about 0.6, which is considered good fit, our

essay-prediction model, witt be in RandomForestRegressor.

CONGLUSIONS:

Automatic essay grading is a very usefut machine tearning apptication. lt has been studied quite a

number of times, using various techniques tike tatent semantic anatysis etc. The current approach tries to

model the tanguage features tike ftuency, grammatical correctness, domain information content of the

essays, and tries to fit the best potynomiat in the feature space using RandomForestregression with

potynomia[ basis functions

The future scope of the given probtem can extend in various dimensions. One such area is to search

and modet good semantic and syntactic features. For this, various semantic parsers etc. can be used. Other

area of focus can be to come up with a better tool like neura[ networks etc.
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ABSTRACT

Thc fast evolution of digital vicleo has brought urany new rnttltimedia applications atld' as a

consecluence, researeh into new technologies that aiur at intproving the eff-ectiveness and efficiency of

'icleo 
acquisition, archiving, cataloging and inclexing, as rvell as increasing the usability of stored

'ideos. 
Among all possible research areas, vicleo sumrnarizatiot.t is one of the most iupoftant topics,

which may enable a quick browsing of a large collection of video data and to achieve efficient cortent

access anci representation. Esscntially, this research area consists of automatically generating a short

s,mmary of a yirleo. which can either be a static stlllltnary or a dynamic sltmmary' In this paper' \!'e

present VSUMM, a methoclology for the eieveloprnent of static vitleo sulnmaries. The trlethocl is basecl

o' cr:lor tbature extraction from r,ideo f}ames ancl r,tnsrtpetvrsed classification. We also develop a uew

subjective method to evaluate video static snmmaries. The video srtmmaries are marlr'tally created by

nsers and compared rvith clifTerent approaches tbuncl in the iiterature. Experimentai results shorv -
with a cont-rdence Ievel of 98% - that the proposetl solntion provided static video sutltnaries with

superior quality relatil.e to the approaches to rvhich it rvas compared.

Keyrvorcls- Video summarization; Static video summary: Keyframes; Clustering; Color

histogram.

INTRODUCTION

The recent aclvances in compression techniques, the clecreasing cost ol storage and the availability of

high-speecl connections have facilitated the creation, storage and distribution of videos. This leads to

an increase in the amount of video data deployed and used in applications such as search engines and

cligital libraries, for exarlple. This situation puts not only multimedia clata types into evidence, but

also leads to the requirement of eff-rcient rnanagement of video clata. Such requiremetlts paved the way

for nerv research areas, such as video summarization'

Accorclilg to Il],there are tr,vo fnuclarnental types of vit]eo summaries: static video sun.rmary - also

called reprer*rtutin. frarnes, still-image abstracts or static storyboard and dynarnic video

AUTOMATI C SU M MARIZATION



sliimrning - also called video sliim, moving-image abstract or rnoving storvboard' static video

-*nmntarics are colnposecl of a set of l<eyframEs(e livf'ute is a frarne that represerlts the coutent of a

Iogical r.rnit, as a shot or scene. This content mr'rst be the most representative as possible) extracted

from the original uia"o, ,rt it" ayrurr.Iic video sruntnaries alc composecl of a set of shots(A shot

represents a spatio-temporally coherent frame sequence, whiclt captrires a continltot"ts action frotn a

single camera.) and o.Jproar."a taking into account the sin'rilarity or domain-specific relationships

among all video shots.

oneaclvantageofar,irleoskitrloverakeyfiarrresetistheabilitytoinclr'tdeaudioandtnotiotreletnents
that potentially enhance both the expressiveness and the amonnt of information in the sttmmary' In

addition. according to [2], it is often more entertaining and interesting to watch a skim than a slide

show of keyfiarnes. On the other hand' keyframe sets are not restricted by any tirning or

synchronization issues anc1. therefore, they of'fer much more flexibility in their organizution for

brorvsing ancl navigation purposes, in comparison withthe strict seqttential rlisplay of video skims' as

dellronstrated in 1.3], t4], t5], t6], t7]" In this paper, we fbcus on the proclrrction of static video

slrmmaries.

Recertry, vicleo snmmarizatio, has attracted consiclerable irterest fromresearchers and as a res*lt.

various algorithms ancl techniclues have been proposecl in the literature' most of them based on

clr.rstering techniqnes (tsl, tgl, [10], [11/). cornprehensive sun'eys of past video sutntnarization

resrrlts can be for'rnd in [ 1] . I l2] , t I 3l '

In the case of clustering-baseci techniques. the basic iclea is to produce the srtmuary by clustering

together similar fr-ames/shots ancl then showing a limitecl number of frames per cluster (usually' one

fiame per cluster). For such approaches it is important to select the t-eatures upon which the fiames

can be considered similar (e.g., color distribution, luminance' tnotion vector) and also to establish

different criteria that can be employecl to measure the similarity'

Although there at'e some techniques that procltrce summaries of acceptable quality' thel' tlsually tlse

itltricateclr'rsteririgalgorithrrrsthatnralrethcsutlr-narizationprocesscompr-rtationallvexpensiveIll].
For example ,in [9] the time neecled fbr computing the summaries takes arottnci 10 tirres the video

length. This means that a potential user wor'tld lvait arortncl 20 minutes to haYe a concise

repiesentation of a video that he/she coulcl have watched in just two minutes'

ln this paper, it is proposed a simple and effective approach fol autotnatic video sumtnarization' called

Victeo SUMN/tarization (VSUMM)' The methoel is basecl on the extractiotl of color features fl'om

videofrirmesandunsttperviseclclassification.Inaclrlition,anervsr-tbjectivemetlroclologvtoevaluate
vicleo summaries is clevelopecl, called cornparison ol'Uscr Sttmmaries (cus)' ln this methodology'

the video sumrnaries are manually created by users ancl are cornpared with approaches fouud iu the

literafure.TheevaluationofVSUMMisdorreorr50videosfromtheOpenVideoProject(oY)[14]
and experimental results show that the VSUMM approach produces video summaries r'vith superior

quality relative to tl.re approaches to which it was compared"

The tnain contributions of this paper are:

(l)amecharrismdesignedtoproducestaticr,ideosrrnrtnar.ies.rvhichpresentstlreadvantagesofthc
main concepts of relatecl work in the video stlmmarizatiot.t;

(2) a new evaluation nrethod of video Stlt-nnraries, which reduces tlre subjectivity in the evalr'tation

task, quantifies the summary quality ancl allo\r's conrpat'isons anlong clifferent techniques quickl-V'



PAST WORKS

Differerrt approaches have been studied in order to elaborate our soltttion. Some of the tnaitr ideas tl'rat

i:lre relatecl to the propclsed solution are discussed next'

Zhuang et al. {l( proposed a method fbr keyfiarle extractior.r based orr nrrsltpervised clttstering' In

that r,vork. the vicleo is segmented into shots anil then a color histogram (in the HSV color space) is

computed frnm evety frame" The clustering algorithm llses a threshold - which coutrois the clustering

density. Before a ue\,v frame is classified as pertaining to a certain cluster, the sirnilarity between this

node ancl the centroid of the cluster is cornputecl flrst. If this value is less than -, it means that this

nocle is nrt close enough to be aclded into the chrstcr. The kevfrarues selection is erlployed only to the

clusters rvhich are big enough to be considereci as keyclusters. ln such case. a rep|esenfative fiame is

extracted from this cluster as the keyframe. A keycluster is considere d large enough if it is larger tiran

the average cluster size. For each keycluster. the fiame which is closest to the keycluster cetttroid is

selectetl as the keyframe. According to [17], the proposed technique is efficient and effective'

hou,ever, no comparative evaluation is performed tbr validating such assefiions'

Hanjalic ancl Zhang 1/8/ presented a methocl for ar.rtomatically proclucing a summary of an arbitrary

video seqr"tence. The method is basecl on clttster-validity analysis and is designed to work without auy

human supervision. The entire video material is first groupecl into ch'tsters. Eash frarne is represented

by color histograms in the YUV color space. A parlitional clustering is applied n times to all frames of

a video seqllence. The pre-specifled nuffrber of clttsters starts at one and is increased by one each titne

the clustering is applied" Next. the system alttomatically finds the optimal combinatiou(s) of clusters

by applying the cluster-validity analysis. Atter the optin-ial number of clusters is found. eacl-r cluster is

represented by one characteristic fiame. whicli then becomes a rrew kcyfiar]re fbr that video sequellce'

1-18/ concentrated on the evaluation of the proposecl procedure for cluster-validity analysis' instead of

on evaluating the produced summaries'

Gong ancl Liu il9J proposed a techuiclue for virJeo sumrtarization based on the Singular vah're

Decoflrposition (SVD). At first, a set of frames in the input video is selected (one from evelY ten

frames) anrl then, color histograms in the RGB color space are ttsecl to represent video fiames' To

incorporate spatial information, each frame is ciivicled into 3 x 3 blocks' ancl a 3D-histogram is oreated

for each of the blocks. These nine histogralns are then concatenated togetlter to fonn a lbature vectol"

Using this feature vector extractecl from the frames, a feature-frame matrix A (usr"rally sparse) is

created tbr the video sequence. Therefbre, the SVD is peribrmed on A to obtain the rnatrix V ' i[

which eac6 column vector represents one frame in the ref-rnecl featr'tre space. Next' the cluster closest

to the origin of the refined feature space is found, the content value of this cltister is computed and

this value is usecl as the thresholcl tbr clustering the retnaining tiames Frorn each e luster' tl.re system

selects the fr.ar-ne that is closest to the clLrster cerlter as keyfianre" This methoel is not conlpared rvith

other techniques.

Mundur et al. [9J developed a method based on Delaunay Triangulation (DT), which is applied for

clustering the video ttames" The first step of their mcthod is to obtain the video tianres h-om the

origi,al vicleo, pre-sanpling the video frames. Each fl'ame is representecl by a color histogran-r itr the

HSV color space. This histogram is lepresentecl as a rou'vector atrcl the Yectols for each ft'ame are

concatenatecl into a matrix. To lec1r-rce thc climt'nsions of this matrix. the Pflncrpal Components

Analysis(PCA)isapplied'Afterthat,theDelaunaydiagrarnisbr.rilt.Theclustersareobtainedby
separating edges in the Delaunay rliagram. Finally, for each clttster, the fi'ame that is neirrest to its

center is selected as the keytiarne. To evaluate the summaries, [9] defined three objective metrics:



significance tactor. overlap factor ancl compression tactor. in spite of the fact that the proposcd

metl-rocl 5as beel clesigued to be fully antomatic (i.e., with no Ltser-specified paranletcrs arld wcll

snited for batch processing), it requires betr'veen 9 to 10 times the video length to prodttce the

summary. Furthennore, the method does not preserve the video temporal ordcr.

Furini et al. ! t 0l introduced VISTO (Vldeo STOryboards), a summarization technique designed to

produce on-the-11y video storyboards. VISTO is con-rposed olthrec phases. First, the video is analyzed

in order to extract the HSV color description. For each input liame. a 256- dimension vector ls

extracted. Those vectors are tiren storecl in a matrix and then, in the seconcl phase. the clustering

algorithm is applied to extracted data. The authors exploited the triangular inequality in order to filter

out useless distalce computations. To obtain the number of clusters, the pairrvise distance of

consecutive frames is computecl. If the ciistance is greater than the threshold , the ntlmber of clusters

is increl-rented. The third and last phase aims at removiltg mcaningless video fratlres from the

produced suntntary. VISTO is evahrated through a couparison study rvitli other approaches: the DT

techniqtre [9] anclthe Opcn Vicleo storyboa.ldLs fi41.110l askecl a group of 20 people to evaluate the

produced srmrmaries, using the following procedure: the video is presented to the ttser, and jr'rst after

that, the corresponding slrmmaly is also shown. The users are asked whether the summary is a good

representation of the original video. The quality of the video summary is scored on a scale going t}om

I (bad) to 5 (excellent), and the mean opinion score is considered as an indication of the sutlmary

cpality.

Guironnet eI al. [20] proposed a rnetl.rod for vieleo summarization based on camera motion. It consists

in selecting frames according to the snccession and the magnitude of camera motions. The method is

basetl on mles to avoid temporal redunclancy among the selected frames. The arttirors developed a

subjectiye method to evaluate the proposed sun-rmaly. In their experiments, 12 subjects are asked t0

rvatch a video and to create a summary mamrally. From the sttmmaries of difI-erent srtbjects' an

,.opti*ral', one is bgilt antomatically. This "optirr-ral" sulntnary is then colnparcd u'ith the stttntnat'ies

obtained by clifferent rnethods. The constrr,rction of an "optintal" summary is a dilficult stage, u'hich

requires various parameters to be fixcd.

Accorcling to the analysis of the approaches tbund in literature, it can be noticed that the keyti'arne

selection techniques used several visual f-eatures and statistics. These l-eatures can afl-ect both the

computational complexity and the summary quality. Normally, the extraction of the video features

may produce a high dimensional matrix. For this reason. dimensionality reduction techniques are ltsed

in orcler to redr.rce the size of those matrices, as it catl be seen tn [9], [19] . for exarnplc' Ncedlcss to

say, this a6ditional step requires even more proc,essing time. Another seriotts problem that can be

obseryed is the lack of trustworthy comparisons among existing techniques. In other words, a

consistelt evaluation framework is seriously missing in video summarization research.

The VSUMM approach, proposecl in present r.vork. clraw's on the advantages of the existing techniques

ancl concepts presented in relatecl work" A firlly reproclr.rcible evalttation fi'amework is proposed and

apptied fbr comparisons among VSUMM ancl thlee other proposals, indicirting that VStIMM is able

to provide bctter summaries, according to the defrned metrics'

L



METHODOLOGY . VSUI\{M APPROACH

Figure 1 illustrates the stcps of ottr method to produce static vicleo sutntnaries' lnitially' the origiilal

video is split into tiames (step 1). In next step (step 2), color f'eatttres irre extracted to form ir color

histogram in HSV color space. vsuMM cloes not consicler all the video tiames' but takes a sample' ln

acldition, the meaningiess frarnes founcl in the sarnple are removed' Afterthat (step 3)' the frat.nes are

grouped by fr-meaus clustering algorithm. Then (step 4), one frame per cluster is selected (this

selected tiame is tire keyfiame). To retine the static video summary composed by the keyframes (steP

5), the keyfiames that are too similirr are clirlinated. Finatly, the remaining keyfiarnes are arranged in

the original temporal order to facilitate the visLral cotlprehension of result' Each step is detailed in

next subsections.
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A.'l'ernporal Video Segmentation

Temporal video segmentation is the trrst step towards automatic video summarization' its goal is to

clivide the video stream into a set of meaningfttl atlcl manageable basic elernents (e'g'' shots' f}ames)

[21J. ln literature, the shot boundary deiection [22] is rvitlely used as first step to produce

sr',rnrrru.i"s (e.g.,IBl' t171, tlSl, [23], [24J' [25]' [26]' t27l)

Another type of vicleo segmentation is the extraction of video liamcs' where there is no temporal

analysis of the video. Each frame is treated separately, the video seqllence is split into images' several

anthors have used rhis approach (e.g., t+1, iql, [10], u9l, [28]), and it is also used in this work'

Moreover, VSUMM does not consicler all the vi{eo fi'ames, but takes only a sr'lbset taken at a pre-

determiled sampling rate. This is the so-called pre-sampling approach'

By using a samplirrg rate, the nunrber of virleo fiamcs to be analyzed are reduced. Tlre samplirrg rate

assurnes a f-unda,rental irnportance, sinue the smaller the sampling rate, the shorter the video

summarization time. Neveftheless, very lor'v sampling rates oan leacl to poor cluality sumnlaries'

videos that have long shots tend to present an aclvantage r,vith the pre-sampling approach, on the other

hand, in those videos that present shorter shots, important parts of its contetlt may not be represented'
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Figr-rre t: VSUMM aPProach
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The relationship between the loss ol'inlbrmation and the shot size is drrectly associated with the

sampie rates selected durirrg the snrnmarization process.

In VSUMM, the sampling rate is obtained by dividing the mrmber of video frames by the video fi'ame

rate. For instance, lbr a two-nrinute-long video witli a frame rate of 30 fiarnes per second (i.e., 3600

fi'ames). the total number of fiames to be extractecl is given by 120 (3600/30) tiames.

B. Color Feature Extraction

Color is perhaps the most expressive of all the visual features [29J . In VSUMM, color histograrn 130/
is applied to describe the visual content of vicleo frames. This technique is computationally trivial to

compute and is also robust to small changes of the camera position. Furthermore, color histograms

tend to be unique fbr distinct objects. For these reasons, this techniqne is u'idely used in automatic

video snmmarization ([9], [10], [17J, [18j, fi9J)

Some key issues of histogram-based techniques are the selection of an appropriate color space and the

cluantization of that color space. In VSUMM. thc color histogram algorithm is applied to the HSV

color space, which is a popular choice fbr rnanipulating color. l-he HSV color spaoe was developed to

provide an intuitive representation of color and to be near to the nay in rvhich humans perceive and

manipulate color. The VSUMM color histogram is cornputed only tiom the Hue component, r'vhich

represerrts the dominant spectral component color in its pure fornt [3 l]. Moreover, the quantization of
the color histogram is set to 16 coior bins, aiming at redncing significantly the amount of data r.vithout

loosing important intbrmation. The color bins value was established through experimental rests (see

t t6j).

C. Elimination ol'Meaningless Frames

A mcaningless liame is a monochromatic frame due to fade-in/fhde-out eft'ects. To remove possibie

meaningless frarnes, VSIIMM computes the standard deviation of the fiaure feahtre vector. As the

staudarcl deviation of monochromatic fran'res is equal to zero or a sufficiently small valtte close to zero

(There are ti'ames that are not cor-npletely homogeneous in color. but can be regarded as meaningless

frames), VSUMM just relnoves these fiames.

This step is also employed by [10]. Unlihe VSUMM, u,hich removes meaningless liames as a pre-

processirrg step, [10] apply it as a post-processing step, after an initial summary is produced.

Nevertheless, there is no point in using meaningless tiames in the clustering step and, hense, the

removal of snch fi'ames is performed beforc clustering in VSUMM.

D. Clustering

The t-means ch.rstering algorithm [32J is one of the simplest unsupervised leanting algorithms that

solve the well-known clustering problcm [33].In this work. the k- means algorithrn is applied to

cluster similar fl'anres, although slightly nrodificd in how it initially clistr-ibutes the video fl-alttes

among the ft clusters. This nroclification is applied to improve k-means perfbrmat'rce r.vhile producing

more eff'ective results.

,



The framcs are initially grouped in sequential order, instead of randomly as in the original t-means

algorithnt. As an example, supposc /r:5 and a set of 50 fiames samplcd frorn a video. ln the original

k-means" the fiames r.vould be initraily allocatecj ranrlon-rl,v among the 5 clusters in order to starr their

iterative refinement. ln case of VSUMM. the initial allocation is going to be clonc by associating the

tlrst 10 frames to the first cluster, the next 10 frames to the second one, and so on. This procedure is

adopted based on the fact that consecutive fi'ames typically show some similarity among them

already, making it taster for /r-means to converge.

One drau,back of the k-means clustering algoritirrn is that it demands the number of clusters k to be

fixed a priori. Nevertheless. /r is related to the sunrnrary sizc. rvhich is going to depend both on video

length and on its dynamics. This rreans that dilferent videos require clifferent values for k. To

overcorle this ditficulty imposed by li-means. a fast procedure to makc a reasonable estimatc clf the

number of clusters is irnplemented" VSUMM computes the pairwise distance of-consecutive frarnes in

the extracted sarnple, according to Euclidean distance. Then, the value selected for A is based on a

thresholct I, which measures the suflcient content change in the video sequence. Every time the

distance between t\&'o cousecutir.e frarres is greater than f. tlien k is increnrented" The threshold value

applied in ti-ris work, established throLrgh experimental tests, is eqLral to 0.5.

Figure 2 shows an example of how these distances are distributed along time. It is observed that there

are points in time in which the distance between consecutive frames varies cclnsiderably

(corresponding to peaks), rvl.rereas there are longcr periods in which the variation is very srnall

(corresponding to denser re-eions). Usually, peaks correspond to a sudden change in the video. rvhile

in densc regions frames are irore similar to one anothcr. Hence. tiames betwecn twcl peaks can be

considered as a set of similar fiames and therefbre, the nurrrbcr of peaks provides a reasonablc

estimation to the nuuibe r of clusters t.
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It is worth noticing that our method lbr the estimation of the number of clusters is based on a simple

shot boundary detection method fj4]"whereas k is incremented for each sufficient content change in

t'[re vieleo sequence"

E. Keyfrarne Extraction

Once the clusters are formed by /r-means, they can be further ataTyzed fbr keycluster selection. The

strategy applied for keyclusters selection is similar to the one proposed in []7J, which is also applied

tn {27J " In VSUMM. a cluster is considered a keycluster if its size is larger than half the average

eluster size (this value has show'rr to be more suitable as cut-off point than the averagc chrster size. as

riefined in fl711. For each keychLster, the lrame u'l-rich is closest to the keycluster centroid measured

by Euclitlean distance is selected as a keyfiamc.

F. Blimination of Similar Keyfiames

The goal of this step is to avoicl that kevfl-arres too sir.nilar appear irr tlic producecl snmrraries. For this

purpose, the l<eyframes are colrpared among thernselves through color histogram. The similarity is

based on a threshold Z, the same use d to estimate the nlrmber of ch"rsters. If the measLrrcd similarity is
lorver than 7, then the keyfran-re is removecl from the srunmary.

In Figure 3, it is possible to see an example of similar lieyfraures (f< 0.5) and non-similar keyframes
(7 >= 0.5). It is interestir.rg to notice that the frames do not need to be identical to be considered too

similar.

{h) {r\
{ iil

Figule 3: Similar keyframes (a-b) ancl non-similar keyframes (c-d) of the video Senses And Sensitivity.

Introdnction to Lectnre 2 (available at [14]).

Finally, the remaining keyframes are arranged in temporal order to make the prodr.rced summary

easier to understancl.

CONCLUSIONS

Automatic r.ideo summarization has been receir ing grorvirrg attcntion fiom the scientif"rc community.

This attention can be explained by several factors, for instance, ( l) the advances in the computing and

network infiastructure, (2) the growth of the number of videos published on the Inter-net, (3) scientilic

;-



challenges, (4) practical applications as search engincs and digital libraries. (5) inapprooriate use of
traditional vrdeo summarizatron techniques to describc. represent and perfbrm search rn lar-9e video

collections^ As exarnples the video search engines as Alta Vista, Google, anc'l Yahoo usually l'epresent

entire videos by a singie ke,vframe.

In this paper, we presented VSUMM, a mechanism designed to produce static video summaries. It
presents the advantages of the concepts of related work in the video sutnmarization; on a single

rnethod, VSUMM includes the main contributions of previously proposed techniques. We also

developecl a neu. subjective methocl to evaluate the proposed summary. which ( I ) reduces the

subjectivity of evalnation task, (2) qr.iantifies the sr"rmmary quality and (3) allows comparisous among

different technrclues quickly.

One of the future lines of investigation will be to test VSUMM on dif'terent genres of videos, such as

cartoons. sports, tv-shows; and test VSUMM on long videos. In acidition. other features will be

investigated, fbr example, molion. shape, texture. Tl'rcr firsion of difl-erent features is also at.r it.rteresting

future direction. Furthern.rore, techniques to estimate the rrnmber of clusters will be exploitecl, fbr

instance, Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) [3U or Minimurn Description Length (MDL) [3BJ
Moreover, other clustering algorithms rvill be investigated, for example, DBSCAN [39J , a density-

based clustering rnethod. Finally, VSUMM can be extended to produce video skims. It can be created

fi'om keyframes by joining fixed-size segments, subshots, or thc whole shots that enclose them, as

employed in 1181.
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